
ICb 2 and the Incorporation of Justinian's Novels into the Text of the Basilica 

J. Introduction 
ICb 2 is a partial index titulorum of the Basilica. It covers the first nine books of this 
compilation of laws and is transmitted in cod. Coisl. gr. 151, a manuscript dating from the 
first half of the fourteenth century. The core of the index itself goes back to the later ninth 
century and predates the period between 886 and 899. ICb 2 saw its editio princeps only 
very recently. 1 

In its original and purest form, ICb 2 divided the text of B. 1 - B. 9 into titles and 
enumerated their respective sources: the index simply indicated which provisions from 
Justinian 's legislation made up the text of any given title of the first nine books of the 
Basilica. Within each of those titles, ICb 2 also listed Basilica chapters, always marked by 
the phrase xe:qi6) .. !Xlov 'chapter': 2 each reference to a xe:qi6:A.<Xlov indicated the begim1ing of a 
new series of fragments derived from one particular Digest title, of a new set of 
constitutions stemming from one particular title from the Code, or of a new series of text 
units originating from one particular Novel. 3 When one particular Digest fragment is 
referred to , ICb 2 uses the designation olywwv, or rather its abbreviation Oty. 4 Individual 
constitutions from the Code are referred to by the phrase otO:w~t<;, again in an abbreviated 
form, viz. otcx1. 5 In references to Justinian's Novels in lCb 2, we come across the term 
otcxlQemc;, followed by one or more numbers in Greek. 6 The most current meanings of this 

On cod . Cois l. g r. 151 - wh ich also hands down the text of B. I - B. 9 and the lndex Cois linianus, an 
index covering all sixty books of the Basilica-, and on its dating, cf. L. Burgmann I M.Th. Fogen I A. 
Schminck I D. Simon, Repertorium der Handschriflen des byzantinischen Rechts. Tei! I: Die 
Handschriften des we ltlichen Rechts (Nr. I - 327), [Forschungen zur byzantinischen Rechtsgesch ichte, 
Band 20) , Frankfurt I M. 1995, No. 202. On ICb 2, cf. Th.E. van Bochove, ' Index titulorum. Merely 
Table of Contents or AQX~ ouv 8aQ Twv Bowtf..txwv?', SG VI (1999), 1-58; on the date of the index, 
cf. § 9 of the latter article. The edition of the text oflCb 2 is to be found in§ JO. In what follows, !Cb 2 
wil l be quoted after line. 
On the phrase xatptif..atov in !Cb 2 , cf. Van Bochove, ' Index titulorum ', § 6 with n. 45 , § 8 and§ 10. 
On the general features of !Cb 2, cf. Van Bochove, 'lndex titulorum', § 8; Th.E. van Bochove, 
''EmyQ<Xtp~. Zur Entstehung der T itelrubriken der Basiliken', SG VI (1999), 59-75, in particular§ I. 
Cf. !Cb 2, 88-89: Bt~. ex' TWV /J.ty. TlT. y' o ty. A.a' ' Book 1 of the Digest, title 3, digeston 31 '. 
Cf. e.g. !Cb 2, 28-29: Bt~ . ex' wi) Kwo. TtT. c;' OtCl.1:. y' 'Book 1 of the Code, title 6, constitut ion 3 '. 
Cf. also ICb 2, 30-31 , 33-34, 113-114, etc. 
We encounter the term Ot<XLQWt<; in JCb 2, 36-37 (Nov. 37, with the numbers 2, 3, 4 and 5); ICb 2, 38-
39 (Nov. l 31, with the numbers 20, 21 , 22, 23 and 24); !Cb 2, 42 (Nov. 42 , with the number 2); ICb 2 , 
103 (Nov. 66 , with the number 1); ICb 2, 116 (Nov. 123 j°. Nov. 137, with the numbers 9-65); ICb 2, 
1 19 (Nov. 3, with the numbers l , 2 and 3); ICb 2 , 129 (Nov. 57, with the numbers 1and2); !Cb 2, 132-
133 (Nov. 5, with the number I ) ; ICb 2, I 35 (Nov. 123, with the number 66); !Cb 2, 148 (Nov. 11 9, 
with the number 9); !Cb 2, I 98 (Nov. l28, with the number 27); ICb 2, I 99 (Nov. 161 , with the number 
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term are ' divisibility', 'division' , 'distinction', 'distribution', etc .. 7 In the English trans
lation of the text of ICb 2, however, OtO'.lQEotc; has always been rendered by the phrase 
' section' . Of course, one could wonder about the reason of this rendering. Or to put this 
question into the right perspective: what is the exact meaning of the term OtO'.t(?Eotc; in the 
context of the references to Justinian's Novels in ICb 2? 

2. LJ 1a!gwa;versus 1 oA.r; veagd 
Many references to the Novels are specified by the addition of the phrase~ CSA.11 VEO'.QcX 'the 
entire Novd'. 8 The latter phrase indicates, that the entire text of the Novel concerned was 
part of the relevant Basilica title, or rather, that the entire text of the Novel concerned 
should be adopted into the relevant Basilica title.9 The contrast between the phrase ~ CSA.11 
VEO'.QcX on the one hand and the term OtO'.tQEotc; with the addition of one or more numbers on 
the other hand seems to indicate, that OtO'.tQEotc; refers to a formal subdivision of the text of 
Justinian' s Novels. The source references to the Digest and the Code in ICb 2 suggest the 
same: phrases like Bt~. ()'.' TWV ~ty. m. y' oty. A.r:t.' and Bt~. r:t.' LOU Kwo. m. c;' Otr:i.1. y' 
seem to have the same value as for instance NE. gx11 ' Otr:t.lgwtc; x~' ' ovel 128, section 
27' .10 If the phrase otr:t.tQWtc; indeed refers to a formal subdivision of the text of Justinian's 
Novels, the question arises as to which text of the Novels, or rather, which collection of 
Novels we are dealing with. Before we can pmsue this point any further, however, we 
must establish whether or not the term Otr:t.tQEatc; itself may indeed allude to an individual 
text unit of restricted size, viz. a section or paragraph, a meaning not attested in the 
lexica. 11 

10 

II 

2); ICb 2, 203 (Nov. 95, with the number 2); !Cb 2, 435 (Nov. 119, with the numbers 4 and 5); and , 
finally, ICb 2, 439 (Nov. 134, with the number 15). 
Cf. e.g. H.G. Liddell I R. Scott I H. Stuart Jones, A Greek English Lexicon, Oxford 19409 (repr. Oxford 
1977) (with a Supplement, Oxford 19962

), s.v.; G. W.H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon, Oxford 
196 1 (twelfth impression, Oxford 1995), s.v .. 
The phrase ~ bf..Y] vmg&. - or merely (~) bA.Yj - occurs in ICb 2, 44-45 (Nov. I 09); !Cb 2, 48 (Nov. 
144); JCb 2, 51 (Nov. 146); !Cb 2, 109-110 (Nov. 113); !Cb 2, 111 (Nov. 11 4); ICb 2, 122-1 23 (Nov. 
16); !Cb 2, 137-138 (Nov. 133); !Cb 2, 147 and 149 (Nov. 120); ICb 2, 205-206 (Nov. I 7); !Cb 2, 
207-208 (Nov. 149); !Cb 2, 431 (Nov. 93); and, finally, !Cb 2, 436-437 (Nov. 126). 
This last remark is inspired by the nature of the ultimate original of ICb 2 : the index (and other indices 
as well, for that matter) serving as an editorial list for the compilation of the text of the Basi lica; on this 
issue, cf. Van Bochove, ' lndex titulorum', § 1 and § 9. 
Cf. the notes 4 and 5 above, and ICb 2, 198 . 
See e.g. LSJ and Lampe. The use of 81oc(QEOtc; as a technical term is widespread. In palaeography, e.g., 
OlOCtQEOlc; (or its transcription diaeresis) refers to a mark of divis ion in the form of a doub le dot placed 
over l and u; cf. e.g. R. Barbour, Greek Literary Hands, A.D. 400 - 1600, [Oxford Palaeographica l 
Handbooks] , Oxford 1981 (repr. 1982), xx ix; E.M. Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Lalin 
Palaeography, Oxford 1912, 63. In the Byzantine lega l literature of the sixth century, the 81oc[Qe:a1c; -
as equivalent of the Latin distinctio, i.e . 'distinction ', 'differentiation ' - served as a mode of 
interpretation, for instance in Thalelaios's commentary on the Justinian Code; cf. D. Simon, 'Aus dem 
Kodexunterricht des Thalelaios. A. Methode ', SZ 86 (1969), 334-383 (347-354). More specific 
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3. Ll1cdgsms- in Byzantine legal literature 
Modern literature on Byzantine books and 'Buchwesen' offers small assistance in the 
above matter: no explicit reference seems to be made to the term Olc.ll(?Wtc; denoting a text 
unit of limited size. 12 What we do find, however, is the verb otmgew: in antiquity this verb 
was sometimes apparently used in connection with activities in an editorial context. 13 

Moreover, Byzantine legal literature presents clear examples of the term 8taigwtc; 
denoting a text unit. Three examples chosen at random may suffice. 

3.1 Garidas 
The first example occurs in a reference to the work of Garidas. This lawyer, who lived and 
worked during the reign of emperor Constantine X Doukas (1059 - 1067), 14 wrote a 
PtPA.iov nEQt &.ywywv xaia owtxEL'ov, viz. a commentary on legal actions, characterized by 
an alphabetical arrangement." A number of fragments from and allusions to this 
commentary has been preserved via the Basilica scholia. 16 One of these scholia contains a 
quotation from - in the words of the scholiast - the fourth otaigwtc; of the entry mixia 
under the letter n of Garidas's commentary. The relevant passage of the scholion reads: 
.Aviiyvw8t TOV ragtoii EV 1'fl 8' 1WV ouµqiwvwv OlWQEoSt 'WU n motxsiou, f!v6a lflYJGlV' ETCl 
1WV 01QlXTWV ~ ETCSQWTYJOl<; ttxm TOV t6xov, ETCl oe TWV xcxA.n n[om TO O(jllplXtOV mu 
8txaowu, xa[ ta A.om&. 17 'Read Garidas in the fourth 8ta1Qwtc; of the (entry) 'contracts' 

12 

IJ 

14 

15 

16 

17 

meanings - with reference to the relevant places in classical and patristic Greek literature - may be 
found in the lexica mentioned in n. 7 above, under the entry OllXl(!Wl~. 
Cf. (the indices of) e.g. B. Atsalos, la terminologie du livre-manuscrit a/ 'epoque byzantine. I"' partie: 
Termes designant le livre-manuscrit et l'ecriture, ['EA.A.riv1x6:. ITc121081xov I:6yy12ixµµix 'ET1XlQ€tlX~ 
MixxE8ov1xwv I:nouowv. ITix126:(!TYjµix, 21], 8woixA.ov1x11 1971; Byzantine Books and Bookmen. 
A Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium. 1971, Washington D.C. 1975; R. Devreesse, Introduction a /'etude 
des manuscrits grecs, Paris 1954; V. Gardthausen, Griechische Pa/aeographie. I: Das Buchwesen im 
Altertum und im byzantinischen Mittelalter, II: Die Schrift, Unterschriften und Chronologie im 
Altertum und im byzantinischen Mittelalter, Leipzig 1911-19132 (indices compiled by B. Noack, 
Amsterdam 1983); D. Harlfinger, [ed.], Griechische Kodikologie und Textilberlieferung, Darmstadt 
1980; H. Hunger, Schreiben und Lesen in Byzanz. Die byzantinische Buchkultur, [Beck's 
Archaologische Bibliothek], Miinchen 1989; Thompson, Introduction. 
Cf. Th. Birt, Das antike Buchwesen in seinem Verhtiltnij3 zur Literatur mi/ Beitragen zur 
Textgeschichte des Theokrit, Catull, Properz und anderer Autoren, Berlin 1882 (repr. Aalen 1959), 
459-461 with further references. 
On Garidas , cf. e.g. P.E. Pieler, 'Byzantinische Rechtsliteratur', in: H. Hunger, Die hochsprachliche 
profane Literatur der Byzantiner, II , [Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, XIl,5,2], Miinchen 1978, 
467; A. Schminck, Studien zu mittelbyzantinischen Rechtsbuchern, [Forschungen zur byzantinischen 
Rechtsgeschichte, Band 13), Frankfurt I M. 1986, 42 with the notes 145 and 146, and 43; M.Th. Fogen, 
'Byzantinische Ko!11111entare zu romischen Aktionen', FM VIII (1990), 215-248 (244-246). 
On this co!11111entary, and on its title, cf. BS 1623/34 - 1624/ 1; Pieler, 'Rechtsliteratur', 467; Fogen, 
'Kommentare', 244. 
Cf. Fogen, 'Kommentare ', 244 n. 38. 
BS 1622/3 -6 (sch. Pa 6 ad B. 23,3,1). The phrase i:wv ouµy:iwvwv (or rather o6µy:iwvix) featuring as 
entry under the Jetter IT appears somewhat peculiar, but can easily be explained. In all probability, the 
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under the letter TI , where he says: In actions of strict law a stipulation brings about 
interest, in actions of good faith, however, the duty of the judge, and so forth'. Despite its 
small size, the fragment from Garidas' s ~t~A[ov 1!EQL &ywywv clearly demonstrates, that a 
oto:(gsau;; can perfectly consist of concrete text, or to put it otherwise: that the term is 
indeed capable of designating a text unit of restricted size, viz. a paragraph. 18 Moreover, 
the above passage may also serve to illustrate a logical step in the - probable - evolution of 
the meaning of the tenn oto:(grnt<;, viz. from 'thematical distinction' (purely concerning 
content) to 'location where the distinction is dealt with'. 

3.2 Athanasios of Emesa 
The second example occurs in a short passage in the work of Athanasios Scholastikos of 
Emesa, who lived in the second half of the sixth century. 19 Athanasios aimed at facilitating 
the consultation of the Novels of Justinian, which in those days made up the bulk of the 
imperial legislation used in legal practise. By means of supplying basic information and of 
bringing down the Novels to their bare essentials, he wished to provide lawyers with a 
systematic introduction into the subject matter of those Novels, without having the 
intention to substitute them. In order to achieve his aim, Athanasios divided the Novels 
known to him - viz. the Novels of Justinian and Justin - into 22 thematically arranged 
titles. In their turn, the titles were subdivided into Olo:t:6:~st<; or constitutions, each one of 
which consisted of an entire Novel. The constitutions were again subdivided into smaller 
units: xctp6:A.mo: or chapters. Athanasios partly created these chapters himself, and partly 
adopted them from his exemplar: the Collection of Novels used by him for the compilation 
of his book. This was how Athanasios ' s Syntagma of the Novels of Justinian originated. 20 

18 

19 

20 

entry originally read n&xi:cx - Latin for contracts -, but was later rep laced by its Greek equivalent 
cr6µtpwvcx. Apparently, the main entries of Garidas's conunentary were Latin words, written either in 
Latin or in Greek transliteration. BS 1622/17-18 (sch. Pa 9 ad B. 23,3 , I) refers to the same fragment 
from Garidas 's ~t~Aiov 7!£Qi &ywywv. Pa= cod. Paris. gr. 1348 (beginning of the thirteenth century); 
RRBR, I, No. 161. 
Garidas himself used the phrase o tcxiernt<; apparently in a more technical sense. For the benefit of 
emperor Constantine X Doukas (already referred to in the main text), he wrote an expert opinion on the 
differentiation between unintentional and premeditated murder under the heading 8tcxlernt<; TIE(?l 

tp6vwv; cf. BS 3747/1 - 3748/10 (sch. Pe 4 ad B. 60,39,3); Pieler, 'Rechtsliteratur', 467 with n. 227; 
Fi:igen, 'Kommentare ', 244 with n. 37; Simon, 'Kodexunterricht', 353. Pe = cod. Paris. gr. 1350 
(twelfth century); RHBR, I, No. 163. 
On Athanasios of Emesa in general, cf. D. Simon I Sp. Troianos, [edd.], Das Novellensyntagma des 
Athanasios van Emesa, [Forschungen zur byzantinischen Rechtsgeschichte, Band 16], Frankfurt I M. 
1989, VII - XXIV (further references inn. I on p. Vil) . 
For all this, and especially for the arrangement of Athanasios's Syntagma into titles, constitutions and 
chapters, cf. Simon I Troianos, Novellemyntagma, VIII - Xl; D. Simon, 'Einfuhrung in die justinia
nischen Novellen', RJ 4 (1985), 122-132 (123-126); D. Simon, 'Zitate im Syntagma des Athanasios', 
FM VI (1984), 1-1 8 (1-8); D. Simon, ' Das Novellenexemplar des Athanasios ', FM VII (1986), 117-
140 (140, referring to Athan. 10,2,25 and 10,2,44). 
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What has come down to us is the second, revised edition of this work, written between 
May 572 and August 577. The second edition contains important supplements and 
improvements. As it is, many Justinian Novels suffer from a lack of systematic cohesion: 
in many cases, they are not concerned with one specific item, but deal with a multitude of 
very heterogeneous and highly divergent subjects. In view of the thematic structure of the 
Syntagma, this would have led to the fragmentation of individual Novels, and the 
subsequent dispersion of minor text portions from those Novels over the various titles of 
the Syntagma. Athanasios, however, had no wish to meddle with the Novels in that way; 
on the contrary, he rather wanted to avoid the division of the Novels over the individual 
titles of his Syntagma. In order to achieve this, he provided most titles with annotations, or 
in his own words: 1iX TCIXQcXTtTAIX wu TtTA.ou ' the parallel titles of the title '. These parallel 
titles can be defined as notes on any given title of the Syntagma. As regards contents, the 
parallel titles refer to other titles of the Syntagma and the Novels included there: those 
Novels contain rulings concerning the same subject matter as the one dealt with in the 
main title to which the relevant paratitlon belongs. As regards form, there are two types of 
paratitla: they either merely refer to a certain aspect of the Novel alluded to, or they 
provide the text of the ruling to be found in the Novel concemed.21 In the second edition of 
his Syntagma, Athanasios also came up with an additional, twenty-third title, provided 
with its own rubric: Tisgl 8tmp6Qwv &vixyvwoµ&cwv 'On various places' (viz. in the text of 
the Syntagma). Athanasios's remarks in this last title are of the same nature as the regular 
paratitla to most of the 22 titles of the first edition, and can be looked upon as paratitla to 
the Syntagma in its entirety.22 

In Athan. 3,2,3, then, we read: ( ... ) rwv stQY]µ8vwv €v r'fi TCQOTEQq. 8tmQfoEt nEQl rwv 
µEwvoo6v1wv L.ixµixQEtTwv xixl 8vwu8ix XQ1XT06v1wv. 23 '( ... ) what has been said in the 
previous section concerning the repentent Samaritans, shall be valid here as well'. The 
phrase 1wv µrnxvoo6vTwv L.ixµixemwv in this passage clearly refers to the clause a 
L.ixµixQstTY]<; µE1iX wuw XQtOTtcxvo<; ysv6µEvo<; from the preceding chapter. The relevant 
passage from this chapter - Athan. 3,2,2 - reads as follows: "Io8t os ort a &noxA.Et6µEvoc; 
L:ixµixQElTY]<; µETcX wurix Xe1owxvo<; yEvoµEvo<; 16 o!xEiov &rcoA.ix µ~&vst µsQO<; TCCJ.QcX wu 

21 

22 

23 

For all this, cf. Simon, 'Einftihrung', 124-125; Simon I Troianos, Novellensyntagma, IX; D. Simon, 
'Paratitla Athanasii', FM VII (1986), 141-159 (141-145, and 156-157). It should be noted, that the 
addition of the paratitla to the second edition of the Syntagma, though likely enough, is not completely 
certain; cf. the above literature. 
Cf. Simon, 'Paratitla', 157-159; Simon I Troianos, Novellemyntagma, lX; cf. also Sp. Troianos, 'Zurn 
Aufbau des Titels TIEQl Oto:cp6Qwv iXvo:yvwaµ<X1wv im Syntagma des Athanasios', in: L. Burgmann I 
M.Th. Fogen I A. Schrninck, [edd.], Cupido legum, Frankfurt I M. 1985, 235-244. 
Athan. 3,2,3 (Simon I Troianos, 126/14-15). As the passage quoted originates from the third title of the 
Syntagma, it occurs in the Collectio Tripartita as well: the first three titles of Athanasios's Syntagma 
constitute the third part of the CollTrip. The passage under discussion appears in CollTrip. III ,3 ,2,3 
(ed. N. van der Wal I B.H. Stolte, Collectio Tripartita. Justinian on Religious and Ecclesiastical 
Affairs, Groningen 1994, 159110-11). On the third part of the CollTrip., cf. Van der Wal I Stolte, 
Co/lecliiJ Tripartita, XXXIV - XXXV. 
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- ' , ' ' ' r ' ' 24 'Y h Id k XQtano:vou auyXA.YJ(?Ovoµou, ·rouc; EV µca<jl sl']µtouµEvoc; X0:(?1l:Ouc;. ou s ou now, 
however, that the Samaritan, though initially being barred (viz. from intestate succession), 
but having become Christian afterwards, will receive his own share from his Christian co
heir, but will lose the frnits drawn in the meantime'. In using the phrase sv T'fj TI(?OTE(?C/'. 
otm(?foct, Athanasios evidently alluded to the preceding chapter, though it cannot be 
established with certainty whether or not it concerns a chapter from his Syntagma. It is 
equally possible, that - via his paraphrase - Athanasios wished to refer to the ruling to be 
found in the original chapter of the Novel which underlies the chapter from the Syntagma: 
as we have seen, Athanasios occasionally adopted chapters from his exemplar. This 
means, that the clause sv 1-fi 11:f?OTE(?C/'. otlXt(?foGt either refers to the final text portion of 
Athan. 3,2,2 (in the edition of Simon and Troianos), or to the ruling concerning repentent 
Samaritans contained in Nov. 129, c. (2 and) 3 (in the edition of Scholl and Kroll). 25 In 
cross-references within his Syntagma, Athanasios apparently used the term J<st.p&A.o:tov in 
order to denote the smallest text unit.26 In view of this, the phrase 6to:t(?Eatc; in the passage 
quoted above is most probably nothing more than an equivalent of the term xEt.p&A.o:tov. But 
again it is clear, that the term oto:t(?Eatc; designates a concrete text unit of limited size. 

3. 3 The younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes 
Our third and final piece of evidence occurs once more in the Basilica scholia. This time, it 
concerns a passage derived from the work of the younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes. The 
true name of the lawyer thus designated remains shrouded in the veil of obscurity: the 
indication Anonymos I Enantiophanes can obviously not be regarded as a real name.'7 The 
Enantiophanes produced paragraphai on the Digest (or, rather, the Summa of the Digest 
composed by the elder Anonymos and underlying the text of the Basilica), which survive 
in the Basilica scholia. Apart from these paragraphai, he also compiled the Nomocanon 
XIV Titulorum . He may also be held responsible for the Collectio Tripartita: on the basis 
of a comparison of the elder Anonymos's Digest Summa in the CollTrip., in the 
Nomocanon and in the Basilica text, B.H. Stolte has suggested, that the CollTrip. was 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Athan. 3,2,2 (Simon I Troianos, 126/5-8). Athan. 3,2,2 underlies Col!Trip. Ill ,3,2,2 (Van der Wal I 
Stolte, 158/22-1 59/3). 
Cf. Simon I Troianos, 126/8; R. Scholl I G. Kroll, [edd.], Nove/lae, [Corpus luris Civilis. Editio stereo
typa secunda, vol. III], Berlin 1899 (many reprints), 648/40 - 64917. (Scholl /Kro ll = SK). 
Cf. again Simon, 'Zitate ', 1-2. 
On the identity of the younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes, cf. now N. van der Wal, 'Wer war der 
"Enantiophanes"?', TRG 48 (1980), 125-136 (125-1 27 with further references) . 
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composed by the younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes. 28 All the Enantiophanes's works 
originated in the period between 577 - 620.29 

The term Ol1Xt(2Emc; occurs in one of the Enantiophanes 's paragraphai - i.e. notes - on 
the Digest. In the prolegomena to his edition of the Basilica, Heimbach observed that the 
Enantiophanes distinguished otmQfostc; - here apparently again to be taken as equivalent of 
xs<pcXAIXlO'. - within individual titles of the Institutes of Justinian30 

- or, rather, Theophilos's 
Paraphrase of the Institutes. Heimbach based himself on three testimonies, viz. sch. Tou 
'Evavno<p. II 25, sch. Anon. K&v (wvwc; IV 94 and sch. Anon. TisQi IV 290 .31 Of these 
scholia, the latter two have to be disregarded. Even in Heimbach's own edition, the 
scholion K&v (wvtoc; bears no heading, so its attribution to the Anonymos I Enantiophanes 
is not beyond all doubt. 32 To make things worse, the Groningen Basilica edition 
demonstrates, that what Heimbach considered to be one scholion are in truth (parts from) 
no less than four different scholia. The first sentence of Heimbach's text, starting with 
K&v (wvwc;, is in fact the final portion of a scholion containing a fragment from the work 
of the lawyer Cyril: that scholion bears the heading KuglUou.33 Sch. Anon. Dsgi IV 290 is 
less problematic: the Groningen edition confirms, that we are here indeed dealing with one 
single scholion. However, in both Heimbach's and the Groningen edition the scholion 

28 

29 

30 

JI 

32 

33 

Cf. Van der Wal, 'Enantiophanes ', 125-129; B.H. Stolte, 'The Digest Summa of the Anonymus and the 
Collectio Tripartita, or the Case of the Elusive Anonymi', SG II (1985), 47-58; Van der Wal I Stolte, 
Collectio Tripartita, XV n. I 0, XXJ and XXX II. On the CollTrip. in general, cf. Van der Wal I Stolte, 
Collectio Tripartita, Xlll-LVlll; cf. also n. 23 above. 
Cf. e.g. H.J. Scheltema, 'Das Kommentarverbot Justinians', TRG 45 ( 1977), 307-33 1 (3 13-3 I 4); 
Pieler, ' Rechtsl iteratur', 435-436; Van der Wal, 'Enantiophanes', 127-129 and 135; N. van der Wal I 
J.H.A. Lakin, Historiae iuris graeco - romani delineatio. Les sources du droil byzantin de 300 a 1453, 
Groningen 1985, 48, 63-65, 66-67 and 130-131; Stolte, 'Digest Summa', 47-48; Van der Wal I Stolte, 
Collectio Tripartita, XVlll-XXl and XXX!l. 
Cf. C.W.E. Heimbach, Basilicorum libri LX. Vol. Vl,l: Prolegomena, Leipzig 1870 (repr. Amsterdam 
1962), 21: 'Anonymus et Enantiophanes in titulis lnstitutionum distinguunt OLCXlf!EaElc; vel lmpl:X/..owx'. 
It is quite remarkable that Heimbach - rather confusingly - continued to distinguish between the 
Anonymos and the Enantiophanes, despite the fac t that he accepted Zacharia' s view regarding the 
identity of the Anonymos I Enantiophanes; cf. Heimbach, Prolegomena, J 5: 'Egregie Zachariae de L. 
probavit, Anonymum et Enantiophanem unum esse lureconsultum'. 
Cf. Heimbach, Prolegomena, 21 n. 2. The indications ll 25, IV 94 and IV 290 refer to the volume- and 
pagenumber of Heimbach's Basilica edition. 
Cf. C.W.E. Heimbach, Basi/icorum libri LX Vol. IV, Leipzig 1846, 94. Heimbach attributes the 
scholion to the Anonymos in his manuale; cf. C.W.E. Heimbach, Basi/icorum libri LX. Vol. VI,2: 
Manuale, Leipzig 1870, 304. 
The new edition of Heimbach's text, accompanied by corrections, may be found in the following 
scholia: BS 2407/23-24 (sch. Pb 1 ad B. 41,1,5); BS 2408/10-1 1 (sch. Pb 6 § ad B. 4 1,1,5); BS 
2407/28-29 (sch . Pb 3 ad B. 41,1 ,5) and BS 2408/8-9 (sch. Pb 5 §ad B. 41,1,5). The sequence of the 
scholia mirrors the sequence of the text portions in Heimbach's scholion. Pb = cod. Paris. gr. 1345 
(twelfth I beginning of the thirteenth centuries); RHBR, l, No. 158. 
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lacks an inscription, so in this case, too, the attribution to the Anonymos I Enantiophanes 
is not completely certain.34 

What remains, then, is Heimbach's third testimony, viz. sch. Toll 'Evo:vnmp. II 25. 
Both Basilica editions present this scholion as a single, independent text unit and provide 
it with the same heading. The text of the scholion - of course quoted after the Groningen 
edition - reads in its entirety: Toll 'Evo:vn0tpo:vouc;. 'Ev 'cfl c;' nc. c~c; 8' [vmtwuc. sv 'TI 8' 

8to:tQfoEl s~ &:gv~oswc; o:uwll, WOTtEQ 'i:OV ~'\xoutAlOV, H:yEt 8mA.cxata~sa0m, OU µ Yjv X<XL 
x wgi c; &:gv~oEwc;· }{C(L fom ~EVOV X<Xl &Uo:xou µYj dg11µ8vov. 35 'Of the Enantiophanes. In 
the sixth title of the fourth book of the Institutes, in the fomih section the author says, that 
on denial the action,36 as the Jex Aquilia, is doubled, though certainly not so without 
denial: and this is new and not stated anywhere else'. In this quotation, the phrase ' the 
action' is a brachylogy, of course: it stands for ' the fine ultimately resulting from the 
sentence in the actio depositi'. The phrase ' !ex Aquilia' is short for ' the fine ultimately 
resulting from the sentence in the action based on the Jex Aquilia'. 

More important for the subject matter of the present article is the mention of the 
fourth 8tcxigwtc;. Heimbach observed, that the 8tmgfostc; or xs<paA.mcx mentioned in the 
Basilica scholia alluded to do not correspond with our paragraphs - apparently the 
paragraphs in the edition(s) of (Theophilos 's Paraphrase of) the Institutes. He then 
identified the phrase sv 'cfl c;' 'LH. 1~c; 8' !von10u1. sv 'TI 8' 8tmgfoct as a reference to Inst. 
4,6,23: it is this paragraph that mentions the actio depositi in duplum and the actio ex lege 

34 

35 

36 

Heimbach's sch. Anon. TIEQl IV 290 = BS 2634/18-20 (sch. Pb 4 ad B. 42,4, 1). Attribution to the 
Anonymos: Heimbach, Manuale, 249. 
BS 637/2 1-23 (sch. Ca 3 ad B. 13,2,1). The present scholion is quoted almost verbatim, and commen
ted on in a scholion occurring in another Basilica manuscript, viz. P (= cod. Paris. gr. 1352; cf. n. 94 
below). The relevant pait of this scholion reads (BS 672/25-28 (sch. P 2 ad B. 13,2,1)): 'O µ£v 
'Ev(.(V1t0<jl(.(V~<; <jll']OlV, w<; EV 10 c;' m:. 1q<; 8' 'i:WV 'Ivan10i'.nwv EV 'TI 8' 0t(.(lQEO£l E~ cXQ\l~OEW<; 
n1v 0£7WOt'WU 8mA<wta~rnOo:t 7l£QlEX£1(.(l, OU µ~v Ml XWQL<; cXQ\l~ OEW<;. Eh(.( i\nay£t, on ){(.(l 
fon ~evov xcd &A.)-.C(xou µ~ EtQl']µ~vov. 'The Enantiophanes says, that in the sixth ti tle of the fourth 
book of the Institutes, in the fourth section, it is written, that on den ial the actio depositi is doubled, 
though certainly not so without denial. He then puts forward, that it is new and not stated anywhere 
else'. There is no way of either identifying the author of the P schol ion or determining its date. We can 
only be certain, that it was written after the compilation of the text of the Basilica, as the scholion 
repeatedly refers to this text; cf. e.g. BS 672/28, 673/ 1-3. 
The Basilica manuscript Ca (= cod. Coisl. gr. 152 (second half of the twelfth century); RHBR, I, No. 
203), f. I 15v reads (.(U'WU. This reading ought to be preferred in terms of the lectio difficilior maxim. 
However, I have translated an accusative (.(U1~ V (sc. 1~v &ywy~v; cf. BT 720/6-1 0) for the following 
reasons: ( I) 8mA.(.(ota~ca6m requires a noun or pronoun as subject-accusative in the accusativus cum 
infinitivo clause which depends on A.eyct; (2) wan£Q 'i:OV Aiwu[A.tov, evidently featuring as parallel, 
requires a counterpart - in the accusative - of wh ich it is the paral lel; (3) the P scholion reads in BS 
672/26 €~ &gv~oEw<; 1~v 8£1roah:ou 8mA.(.(ota~ca6o:t. If, however, one prefers to stick to the reading 
(.(U'WU, one would have to supplement a subj ect pe1taining to 8mA.ama~ca6m , for instance ' the fine' ; 
cxu10u might then refer to the defendant in the actio depositi. This would result in the translation 'on 
denial of the defendant, as in the lex Aqui lia, (the fine) is doubled '. 
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Aquilia in duplum .31 Heimbach 's identification requires some comment. Inst. 4,6,23 does 
indeed mention both actions,38 but it would appear that this paragraph cannot be the one 
alluded to by the Enantiophanes, as the paragraph lacks one essential item, viz. the 
reference to denial on the part of the defendant. However, the Greek counterpart of Inst. 
4,6,23 does contain this very reference, albeit only in connection with the actio ex lege 
Aquilia.39 The difference between Inst. 4,6,23 and Theoph. 4,6,23 is less fundamental than 
it might seem, and can easily be explained. It should not be forgotten that Theophilos's 
Paraphrase - originating from the period between November 201

h 533 and November 151
h 

534 - is not a verbal translation of Justinian ' s Institutes. Rather, it is the written form of 
Theophilos's lecture notes produced during the latter's Greek course in Justinian's 
Institutes. The Paraphrase may even have been edited by one of the antecessor's students.40 

It is quite possible, that Theophilos (or hi s student) inadvertently anticipated a more 
elaborate treatment of the actiones in duplum, including the actio ex lege Aquilia. Justinian 
dealt with these actions somewhat further down in the same title, viz. in paragraph 26. 
This paragraph contains the reference to denial in connection with both the actio depositi 
and the actio ex lege Aquilia. 41 In using the phrase sv 1(}l r; ' n1. 1~i; 6' [v01t10u1. sv r(i 6' 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4 1 

Cf. Heimbach, Prolegomena, 21 n. 2 i.f.: 'Hae 8 to::tQSa€ t<; vel X€tpa1'cxtcx paragraphis nostris non 
respondent. Nam ( ... ) de actione depositi in duplum nonm1mquam concepta, uti de legis Aquiliae 
actione, de qua Enantiophanes loquitur, § 23 Inst . IV,6'. 
Cf. Inst. 4,6,23: Jn duplum agimus ve/utifi1rti nee manifesli, damni iniuriae ex Lege Aquilia, depositi ex 
quibusdam casibus: (. . .) 'Our action is fo r twofo ld , for instance, in the action for non-manifest theft, 
for wrongful damage under the /ex Aquilia and in certain cases of deposit; ( ... )' (transl. by J.A.C. 
Thomas, The Institutes of Justinian. Text, Translation and Commentary, Amsterdam I Oxford 1975, 
287). 
Cf. Theoph. 4,6,23: E!c; ornl-ouv 8€, oTov ~ furti nee mani fest i xcxi ~ 10u Aquiliu €~ &gv~a€W<; xcxl 
~ depositi EoTiv OT€ . .. (ed. E.C. Ferrini, Institution.um graeca paraphrasis Theophi/o Antecessori 
vu/go tribu!a, II, Berlin l897 (rep r. Aalen 1967), 429/8-10). 'But (the action) is for twofold, for 
instance, in the action for non-man ifest theft, in the action ex lege Aqui/ia on the ground of denial , and 
sometimes in case of deposit( ... )'. A new crit ical edition of Theophilos's Paraphrase is being worked 
on at the Depa1tment of Legal History of Groningen University. Until the completion of that ed ition, 
Ferrini 's ed ition remains the one to be consulted, despite its fl aws and sho1tcomings. 
For all this, cf. e.g. H.J . Scheltema, L 'enseignement de droit des antecesseurs, [Byzantina Neerlandica. 
Series B: Stud ia. Fasciculus I] , Leiden I 970, 17-21; J.H.A. Lokin, 'Theophilus Antecessor. I. The 
Codex Messanensis, hodie Kilianus. 11. Was Theophilus the author of the Paraphrase?', TRG 44 
(1976), 337-344; Pieler, ' Rechts li teratur ', 419-421. On the genesis of the text of the Paraphrase, cf. 
most recently G. Falcone, 'La formazione de! testo della Parafrasi di Teofi lo ', TRG 68 (2000), 4 J 7-
432. Falcone connects the genes is of the Paraphrase with Theophi los alone. 
Cf. Inst. 4,6,26: (. . .): at i/lae, id est damni iniuriae ex /ege Aquilia et interdum depositi, infltiatione 
duplicantur, (. . .). '( ... )but the others, i.e. that on the /ex Aquilia for wrongfu l damage and sometimes 
that on a deposit, become twofo ld against a de fendant who denies the cla im ( ... )' (transl. Thomas, 
287). Theoph. 4,6,26 (ed. Ferrini, II, 431/12-14): ( .. .)' 6 8€ aquilios xcxl ~ depositi bd Twv 
EtQl']µEvwv 8€µ a1wv xcx1<X µE v Twv &gvouµ evwv 8tn1'cxat<i~oncxt, ( ... ). 'But the action ex /ege 
Aqui/ia and the actio depositi in the above mentioned cases are doubled aga inst defendants denying the 
claim,( ... )'. 
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oto:if?fost, the Anonymos I Enantiophanes must have referred to what is now paragraph 26 

ofTheoph. 4,6.42 

Again it is clear, that the term 8to:[esmc; denotes a concrete text unit, in this case a text 
portion from Theophilos's Paraphrase. It is of course impossible to be more specific as to 
the identity of the otmgfostc;, even though they do not concur with the (modern) numbered 
paragraphs: as a subdivision of the individual titles into numbered paragraphs is missing in 
the manuscripts of both the Institutes43 and the Paraphrase,44 it is non-Justinianic in origin. 
The Enantiophanes may have consulted a copy of Theophilos's Paraphrase written in 
uncial script. 45 This uncial copy may have contained a subdivision of the text into smaller 
text units (ouxtgfostc;) strongly deviating from the present day paragraphs. This might 
explain the difference between 'our paragraphs' - Heimbach 's terminology - on the one 

42 

43 

44 

45 

Contra Van der Wal, 'Enantiophanes', 134, who argued that quotations from or all usions to the 
Institutes by the Anonymos I Enantiophanes are so infreque nt, that he definitely cannot have used 
Theophilos 's Paraphrase. It may be true, that quotations are infrequent - Heimbach, Prolegomena, 21 
with n. 2 and 32 refers to only three testimonies, two of which disqualify-, but 1 cannot disregard the 
evidence of BS 637/2 1-23 (supported by BS 672/25-28; cf. n. 35 above), even if this scholion might 
prove to be the only one containing a quotation on the Enantiophanes's part. 
Cf. L. Wenger, Die Quellen des romischen Rechts, [Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften. 
Denkschriften der Gesamtakademie, Band 2), Wien 1953, 610 with n. 136 (§ 82, I, 6 c), 599 n. 208 (§ 
81, Ylll, 3) and 118 n. 104 (§ 40, ll, 11 ). On being asked, B.H. Stolte kindly consulted microfilms of 
the codd. Bamberg. D 11 3 (n inth or tenth century) and D lI 4 (eleventh or twelfth century); neither 
manuscript contains numbered paragraphs, though one of them shows the beginning of a - possibly -
thematic arrangement into smaller text portions. On the manuscripts of the Institutes in general, cf. 
Wenger, Quellen, 609 (§ 82, I, 6 a); cf. also H.L. W. Nelson, Uberlieferung, Aujbau und Siil van Gai 
lnstilutiones, [Studia Gaiana, Volumen VI], Leiden 198 1, 185-186 n. 6. 
What we do find are small text un its, whose beginnings are marked by s lightly protruding capital letters 
or initial word(s): this division may be thematic in origin. There is no fixed system: some manuscripts 
of the Paraphrase contain hardly any markings as described above, others provide text units of the 
above type more abundantly. By courtesy of my close colleague Roos Meijering, I have consulted 
specimens of the codd. Athon. MEyicrT'1 Ar:t.uQct. E 178 (fifteenth century; RHBR, I, No. 30), Mes
sanens is, hodie Kilianus K.B. 157 (second half of the eleventh I beginning of the twelfth centuries; 
RHBR, l, No. 89), Paris. gr. 1364 (eleventh century; RHBR, I, No. 179), and Paris. gr. 1366 (end of 
the tenth I beginning of the eleventh centuries; RHBR, I, No. 181 ). The manuscripts are completely 
void of numbered paragraphs. On the manuscripts of Theophi los's Paraphrase in general , cf. RHBR, l, 
p. 463. 
I have adopted the term 'uncial script ' from Barbour's study Greek Literary Hands , though Barbour 
herself remarked (lntroduction, p. xv i), that the word 'uncial' is not very aptly used. However, she 
continued to use the term ' uncial ', because it lacks both a precise definition and a satisfactory 
alternative. In the more recent German literature on Greek palaeography, one comes across the term 
' majuscule script', used as an a lternative, or rather, the substitute of ' uncial script' ; cf. e.g . H. Hunger, 
'Handschriftl iche Uberlieferung in Mittelalter und friiher Neuzeit; Paliiographie', in: H.-G. Nesselrath , 
[ed.] , Einleitung in die griechische Philologie, [Einleitung in die Altertumswissenschaft], Stuttgart I 
Leipzig 1997, 26-27. I use the term 'uncial' on the understanding that it denotes the same basic idea as 
'majuscule', viz. the type of script as opposed and used prior to the 'minuscule script'. 
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hand and the Enantiophanes's otcxtQforn:; on the other,46 but even then problems remain. 
First, there is no way of proving that the Enantiophanes actually did use an uncial copy. 
Second, if he did, it is impossible lo determine in what way the subdivision into otcxtQfoEt~ 
referred to came into being, and what it exactly looked like: the Enantiophanes may have 
found an already existing subdivision in his exemplar, or he may have 'invented ' it 
himself, for his own convenience's sake. Likewise, it is impossible to establish whether or 
not the subdivision consisted of numbered otmgforn:;: it may also concern a thematic 
arrangement of the text of the Paraphrase into smaller portions, whose begi1mings were 
marked by e.g. protruding capital letters or initial words. The evidence is too scanty and 
too weak to draw any firm conclusion. All that matters, however, is the fact that the term 
otcxtQ£at~ refers to a text portion ofrestricted size. 

4. L'.1 1af1?em~ and the Novels of Justinian 
In the §§ 1 - 2 of the present article, it has been pointed out, that in ICb 2 many references 
to the Novels of Justinian are specified by the addition of the phrase ~ oA.ri vmgci, whereas 
others are accompanied by the phrase otcxLQEot~. In its turn, the term otcxlgwt~ is followed 
by one or more numbers in Greek. It has been argued, that references to individual, i.e. 
numbered otmgfoct~ seem to have the same value as the source references to individual 
Digest fragments and Codex constitutions, and that the contrast between the phrase ~ of..11 
VEO'.QcX on the one hand and numbered OlcxtQfoEt~ on the other hand might indicate a formal 
subdivision of the text of .Tustinian's Novels. A more elaborate treatment of this issue has 
been postponed until now, because we first had to establish whether or not the phrase 
OlO'.LQWl~ itself might allude to an individual section or paragraph. The latter question has 
been answered affirmatively, so in this respect there is no objection to starting from the 
premise that in ICb 2 we are indeed dealing with a subdivision of the text of the Novels of 
.Tustinian. The remaining question is: which collection of Justinian' s Novels are we dealing 
with in ICb 2? What it comes down to, is, that the extant subdivisions of every known 
collection of Novels, be it complete or fragmentary, have to be checked, in order to find 
correspondence - if any - with the numbered otmQfoEt~ of the Novels in ICb 2. In what 
follows, one important remark should be borne in mind . The original text of Justinian's 
Novels did not contain chapter numbers that were added by the imperial legislator. Any 
numbering of chapters that has reached the present day ultimately goes back to the 
compilers of the collections of Novels of which we have direct or indirect knowledge.47 

46 

47 

Cf. Heimbach, Prolegomena, 21 n. 2 i.f.: 'Quaenam alia titulorum subdivis io a paragraphis nostris 
diversa ab Anonymo et Enantiophane intelligatur, dici nequit, cum ignoremus, quam lnstitutionum 
graecam versionem uterque ante oculos habuerit '. 
On this, cf. N. van der Wal , 'Die Textfass ung der spatromischen Kaise rgesetze in den Codices', BIDR 
83 (= terza serie 22) (1980), 1-27 (18-20). On the collections of Novels in genera l, cf. now the 
summary by N. van der Wal, Manua/e Novel/arum Justiniani. Aperqu systematique du contenu des 
Novelles de Justinien , Groningen 19982

, XI-XVI. In modern literature up to 1989, reference was made 
to two highly fragmentary and elusive adaptations of Justinian's Novels, compi led by a certain 
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4. 1 The Scholl-Kroll edition 
The first and most well known subdivision of the text of the Novels is, of course, the one 
into numbered chapters occurring in the standard edition of the Collectio CLXVIII 
Novellarum prepared by Sch611 and Kroll. Sadly enough, it must immediately be 
disregarded. For, this subdivision into numbered chapters is not based on manuscript 
evidence: Schbll and Kroll adopted it from earlier editions of the ovels. lt first occurred 
in the edition of Contius which was published in Lyon in the year 1571. In dividing the 
text of the Novels into chapters, Contius may have used Julian's Latin Epitome of 
Justinian's Novels. 48 What we need are subdivisions into numbered text units which have 
been preserved via manuscripts, be it partially or completely. 

4. 2 The codd. Marc. gr. 179 and Laurent. plut. 80. 4 
Traces of such a subdivision have actually been preserved. The text of the Collectio has 
mainly come down to us via two manuscripts, viz. cod. Marc. gr. 179 (dating from the end 
of the twelfth I beginning of the thirteenth centuries) and cod. Laurent. plut. 80.4 (dating 
from the second half of the thirteenth century) .49 Furthermore, in establishing the text of a 
number of Novels, SchOll and Kroll could also rely on the testimony of cod. Ambros. L 49 
sup. (dating from the twelfth century).50 Both the Marcianus and the Laurentianus show 
traces of a subdivision of the Novels into numbered chapters. 51 This subdivision is very 
rudimentary indeed: the number of Novels provided with chapter numbers is very 
restricted, the Marcianus and the Laurentianus do not always cover the same Novels, and, 
if they do, they do not always come up with the same chapter numbers. Despite these 

4R 

49 

50 

51 

Symbatios and a ce1tain Philoxenos. Symbatios's adaptation has proved to be a phantom, Philoxenos's 
may have ex isted - date of compi lation unknown -, but essentially seems to have been nothing more 
than 'a contaminative "plagiarism" of the works of Athanas ios of Emesa and Theodore of Hermou
polis'; cf. L. Burgmann, 'Die Novellenbearbeitungen von Symbatios und Philoxenos - Phantome oder 
Plagiate?', RJ 8 (1989), 343-351 (346 and 35 I); Van der Wal, Manua/e, XIII n. 12. 
Cf. F.A. Biener, Geschichte der Novel/en Justinians, Berlin 1824 (repr. Aalen 1970), 373-376 and 397-
402; P. Noa illes, Les collections de novelles de /'empereur Justinien. II : La collection grecque des 168 
novelles, Paris 1914, 52; Van der Wal, 'Textfass ung ', 20 with n. 36. On Contius (Le Conte, 1517-
1586), cf. e.g. H.E. Troje, Graeca leguntur. Die Aneignung des byzantinischen Rechts und die 
Entstehung eines humanistischen Corpus iuris civilis in der Jurisprudenz des 16. Jahrhunderts, 
[Forschungen zur neueren Privatrechtsgeschichte, Band 18] , Koln I Wien 1971, 353 (index). 
On the Marcianus, cf. RHBR, I , No. 296; SK, p. VIII-X. On the Laurentianus, cf. RHBR, I , No. 67; 
SK, p. X. For a complete listing of all manuscripts hand ing down (parts of) the Novels, cf. RHBR, I, p. 
408-409. 
On the Ambrosianus, cf. SK, p. X-Xl; Sp. Troianos, 'Die Collectio Ambrosiana', FM II (I 977), 30-45; 
Simon I Troianos, Novellensyntagma, XVIll. A description of the Ambrosianus is lacking in RHBR, I. 
On this subdivision, cf. Van der Wal, 'Textfassung', 20 with n. 33. In their edition, Sch511 and Kroll 
have taken the existence of chapter numbers in the manuscripts into account. !t should be noted, 
however, that they have supplemented a good dea l of numbers: when (Greek) chapter numbers are 
placed between angle brackets < >, this means, that the numbers in question do not occur in the 
manuscripts. 
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inconsistencies, the chapter numbers in the Laurentianus and the Marcianus share a 
common origin.52 Besides the two most important manuscripts, the Ambrosianus would 
seem to contain traces of a subdivision into numbered chapters as well. 53 

There is only one case in which numbers of otmQfoet<; in ICb 2 can be compared 
directly with chapter numbers in the manuscripts handing down the Collectio, viz. Nov. 
3.54 On this Novel, ICb 2 remarks: Ne. y" TI€Ql mu WQLaµ8vov elvm i:ov cXQtElµov "CWV 
XA11Qlxwv i:~<; µeyO:l-.11<; €xxl-.11afo:c; Kwvm:o:vi:tvoun6/-.ew<; oto:[Qeat<; o:', W, y' .55 'Novel 3: the 
number of clerics of the Great Church of Constantinople is limited; sections 1, 2, 3 '. In 
cod. Laurent. plut. 80.4, Nov. 3 is accompanied by two chapter numbers, viz. W and y' .56 

According to ICb 2, Nov. 3 belongs to B. 3, but the index fails to specify the relevant 
title.57 What ICb 2 considers to be the ensemble of the 6tmQforn; o:', W and y' of Nov. 3, 
takes up the entire second title of the text of the third book the Basilica, viz. BT 104/5 -
107 /18. This Basilica text portion is exactly identical with the total sum of the chapters u.' , 

Wand y' of Nov. 3 in the manuscripts transmitting the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum, i.e. 
the text unit to be found in SK 20/9 - 23/39. Thus, the subdivision of Nov. 3 into 
otmgfow; which occurs in ICb 2 corresponds exactly with the subdivision of the Novel 
into numbered chapters occurring in the Marcianus and the Laurentianus. Moreover, the 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

Novels w ith chapter numbers (in Greek) preserved in the Marcianus: Nov. I (chapter numbers 2, 3, 4, 
5, 7); Nov. 2 (chapter numbers I, 3); Nov. 5 (chapter number 7); Nov. 6 (chapter numbers 4 , 5, 6, 7, 
11 , 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19); Nov. 7 (chapter numbers 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11); Nov. 8 (chapter numbers 1, 2, 
3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14); Nov. 13 (chapter number I); Nov. 17 (chapter number 13); list provided by 
Noailles, Les collections, II, 49. Novels with chapter numbers (again in Greek) preserved in the 
Laurentianus: Nov. I (chapter numbers 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 , 9); Nov. 3 (chapter numbers 2, 3); Nov. 4 (chapter 
number I); Nov. 8 (chapter numbers I, 2, 3, 8, 11, 15); Nov. 17 (chapter numbers 2 , 13); Nov. 19 
(chapter number I); Nov. 22 (chapter number 19); Nov. 4 1 (chapter number I); o v. l 15 (chapter 
numbers I , l I , 12); list presented by Noai lles, Les collections, II, 132. Common origin: Noail les, Les 
collections, 11, 133. 
Jn SK, Nov. 12 has preserved the following (Greek) chapter numbers: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10. These 
numbers occur in the Ambrosianus; cf. SK 95 app . ad I. 13 W· Noailles, however, observed that the 
Ambrosianus does not contain the text of the original Collection of 168 Novels, and that the chapters 
occuning in that manuscript derive from the author of the collection preserved in the Ambros ianus; cf. 
Noailles, Les collections, II, 49 n. I and 52. To be more precise: in cod. Ambros. L 49 sup., Nov. 12 
constitutes title 8 of the Co llectio Ambrosiana; the chapter numbers do not pertain to the original text 
of the Novel, but to title 8 of the Collectio Ambrosiana; cf. Troianos, 'Collectio Ambrosiana', 37 with 
n. 27. Thus, the testimony of the Ambrosianus must be disregarded . 
l have based my fi ndings on a comparison of Noailles's lists quoted in n. 52 above with the numbered 
otextgfoet<;; of the Novels occurring in !Cb 2, as listed in n. 6 above. 
!Cb 2, 11 7-119. 
Cf. SK 2 1/21 and 23/23; Noa illes, Les collections, II, 132. According to Noailles, Nov. 3 would lack 
chapter number a' altogether. However, SK 2019 does present chapter number ex ' w ithout angle 
brackets, so this number ought to be present in at least one of the manuscripts. It does not occur in the 
Ambrosianus: Nov. 3 belongs to title 2 of the Collectio Arnbrosiana, and this title omits a counting of 
chapters; cf. Troianos, 'Collectio Ambrosiana', 36 with n. 19. Chapter number ex ' occurs in the Mar
cianus on f. 84v. 
Cf. ICb 2, 112 and 117-11 9. 
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otcxtefow; ex', Wand y' ofNov. 3 in ICb 2 are also in complete accordance with the modern 
chapters 1, 2 and 3 of the Novel in the edition of Scholl and Kroll. 

One instance of agreement is insufficient to draw any conclusion concerning the 
origin and the identity of both the subdivision of the Novels into Otmefow;; in ICb 2 and 
the subdivision of the Novels into numbered chapters which occurs in the manuscripts. 
Moreover, this particular case of conespondence can easi ly be explained. Van der Wal has 
observed, that the chapter division of the Novv. 3, 4 and 5 in the edition of Schall and 
Kroll is identical with the chapter division in the manuscripts, to which he added, that the 
latter division results almost compulsively from the contents of the Novels concerned.58 In 
other words, it is the contents of the Novv. 3, 4 and 5 that dictate the division into 
chapters: thus, the contents of the Novels concerned can be held responsible for the 
conespondence between the chapter division in the edition of Scholl and Kroll and the 
chapter division which occurs in the manuscripts. The conespondence between the 
subdivision of Nov. 3 into otwgfoett; in ICb 2 and the subdivision of the Novel into 
numbered chapters in the Marcianus and the Laurentianus can be explained along the same 
lines: it simply results from the contents of Nov. 3. This strongly reduces the evidential 
value of the only instance in which direct comparison is possible. 

The division of the Novels into numbered chapters which occms in the manuscripts 
transmitting the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum must be abandoned altogether. Attention 
has already been drawn to the fact that this division is very rudimentary. Noailles 
described the traces of this chapter division preserved in the Marcianus and the 
Laurentianus as traces of an abortive attempt, restricted to some of the first Novels in the 
entire Collectio .59 It is exactly this restriction that prohibits any further comparison with 
the subdivision of the Novels into 8tmgfoett; in ICb 2, for the latter division covers Novels 
throughout the entire Collecti o. 60 

4.3 The Authenticum 
Our next candidate is the Authenticum, or rather, the Greek collection of Novels 
underlying the Authenticum. The Authenticum itself is a Latin xcx-rO: rr6oat; translation, 
used as an auxiliary for Latin students in the Latin course on Justinian 's Greek Novels, this 
course being part of Justinian's system of legal education as taught by the antecessores. 
The Authenticum stems from a bilingual collection of Novels: the Latin text was written 
between the lines of the Greek original, in such a way that every Latin word corresponded 
exactly with the Greek word right below it. At a moment which can no longer be specified, 
the Authenticurn was detached from its original: scribes started to copy only the Latin text. 
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Cf. Van der Wal, 'Textfassung', 20 n. 35. 
Cf. Noailles, Les collections, II , 52 . 
E.g., !Cb 2, 38-3 9 mention the OtO:lQEaEt<; x', xc.c', xW, xy' and x8' of Nov. 131. This Novel lacks 
chapter numbers in both the Marcianus and the Laurentianus, and so on. 
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The Authenticum must have originated shortly after May 556: the most recent law 
incorporated into the Authenticum is Novel 134, dating from May 1 st 556. 61 

With regard to the otmgfost<; of the Novels in ICb 2, the Authenticum and its Greek 
original disqualify as candidates for comparison, for a number of reasons. First, the 
Authenticum contains translations of 'only' 134 Novels. ICb 2 quotes Novels which do not 
occur in the Authenticum: the index alludes to the Novv. 126, 135, 144, 149 and 161, the 
Authenticum omits all of these. Second, both numbers and rubrics of Novels which do 
occur in ICb 2 and in the Authenticum are at variance with one another. 44 Novels make 
their appearance in both lCb 2 and the Authenticum: of these 44, no less than 27 bear 
different numbers ; the deviations occur from ICb 2, Nov. 37 onwards.62 As to the rubrics: 63 

two examples may suffice. In ICb 2, Novel 42 is accompanied by the rubric Tisgi 8mcm6-
nwv i:Xvo:OsµcntcrOsvrnv 'Anathematized bishops'. In the Authenticum, this Novel bears the 
number 43. The rubric reads: De depositione Anthimi, Severi, <Petri>, et Zoorae 'On the 
deposition of Anthimus, Severns, <Peter> and Zooras'. In ICb 2, Novel 146 bears the 
heading: Tisgi 'E~go:iwv nw<; OEl eel:<; ygmpcl:<; &:vcxytvwcrxELV 'Hebrews, how to read the 
Scriptures'. In the Authenticum, Novel 146 is numbered as Novel 124. Its rubric reads: Ut 
liceat Hebraeis secundum traditionem legere sacras scripturas Latine vel Graece vel alia 
lingua, et ut de locis suis expellantur non credentes iudicium vel resurrectionem vel 
angelos esse creaturam 'Hebrews are allowed to read the Holy Scriptures in accordance 
with their tradition, in Latin, Greek or another language. Those who do not believe in the 
Last Judgement, the Resurrection, or that Angels are creatures, shall be expelled from their 
homes ' .64 Third, it is unlikely, that the text of the Novels in the Authenticum and in its 
original was ever subdivided into numbered chapters: the oldest manuscripts of the 
Authenticum lack such a division. 65 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

For all thi s, cf. e.g. Van der Wal I Lokin, Delineatio, 45 and 126; P ie ler, 'Rechtsliteratur', 410 and 
425-426 ; Scheltema, L 'enseignement, 52-57; H.J. Scheltema, 'Subseciva. XI: Das Authenticum', TRG 
31 (1963), 275-279; D. Holwerda, 'Fouten in het Authenticum', in: R. Feenstra I J.H A Lokin I N. van 
der Wal , [ edd.] , Flores legum H.J. Scheltema antecessori Groningano oblati, Groningen J 97 J, J J 5-
1J9 (repr. and translated into German by S.L. Radt, in: J.H.A. Lokin I S.L. Radt I B.H. Stolte, [edd.], 
Exempla Phi!ologica. Vier Aufsdtze van D. Holwerda, Groningen 2000, I 7-2 J ). 
Regarding the numbers of the Novels in the individual collections, I have based myself on a 
concordance appearing at the end of the present article. The concordance is used throughout the 
remainder of this artic le. 
With regard to rubrics, I have restricted myself to a comparison of the rubrics of a se lection of 25 
Novels, viz. those Novels which in !Cb 2 are specified by either the term ot<XlQWt<; or the phrase ~ 
oA.11 VE<XQ<i (cf. the notes 6 and 8 above), and their respective counterparts in the individual collections 
of Novels. It should be noted, that only major deviations have been taken into account: minor textual 
divergencies may always be explained as the work of individual scribes or the compilers of the 
collections. The preceding applies both here and in the remainder of this article. 
On Novel 42 I Auth. 43, cf. !Cb 2, 41-42 and SK 263/9-1 I; on Nove l 146 I Auth. 124, cf. !Cb 2, 50-51 
and SK 7 14/7- 12. Obvious ly, the Latin rubrics have to be regarded as literal translations from the ir 
Greek original. The examples quoted in the main text can eas ily be multiplied; cf. e.g. Nov. 57 I Auth. 
57 (!Cb 2, 127- 129; SK 312/15-24); Nov. 66 / Auth. 68 (ICb 2, 101-103; SK 340/2-8), and so forth. 
Cf. Noai lles, Les collections, II, 5 I; Van der Wal, 'Textfassung', 20 with n. 38. 
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4. 4 The antecessor Julian 's Epitome latina 
A fourth possible candidate for comparison appears via the work of the antecessor Julian. 
This antecessor gave a Latin course on Justinian' s Greek Novels for an audience 
consisting of students whose mother tongue was Latin. The most important of Julian's 
writings is his completely preserved Latin index of the Greek Novels, known under the 
title Juliani Epitome latina Novellarum Justiniani. In the Epitome, the Novels are refened 
to as constitutiones. Apart from his Epitome, Julian also produced two sets of paragraphai 
or notes. The first of these is known under the name Scholia anonyma in constitutiones 
aliquot: it is incomplete. The second - complete - set consists of short comments which are 
known as Paratitla. The relation between the Scholia and the Paratitla remains unclear. In 
his teachings, Julian may also have used a Latin xa:rc\'. n6ow;, much like the Authenticum, 
though not the Authenticum itself: the Epitome Juliani predates the Authenticum, or 
rather, the Greek collection underlying the Epitome predates the Greek original of the 
Authenticum. Julian lectured in Constantinople in the year 555/556.66 

As to the Epitome latina,67 it, too, must be disregarded. The reasons for this partly 
coincide with those mentioned in relation to the Authenticum. First, the Epitome latina 
covers 124 Novels. Again, ICb 2 alludes to Novels which do not occur in the Epitome (and 
in its Greek original): the Basilica index mentions the Novv. 37, 114, 132, 133, 134, 135, 
144, 145, 146, 149 and 161 , the Epitome latina omits all of them. Second, 38 Novels 
appear in both ICb 2 and the Epitome latina: all 38 Novels bear different numbers.68 

Rubrics do not qualify for comparison: the Epitome latina does contain rubrics, but these 
belong to the individual chapters of the Epitome and not to the Novels in their entirety.69 

66 

67 

68 

69 

On Julian and his writings, cf. e.g. Van der Wal I Lokin, Delineatio, 44-45 and 126; Pieler, ' Rechts
literatur ', 410-411 and 425-426; Scheltema, L 'enseignemenl, 47-52; H.J. Scheltema, ' Subseciva. XIII : 
Di e Ep itome Novellarum lulians ', TRG 31 (1963), 282-284. New edition of the Paratitla: N. van der 
Wal, ' Die Paratitla ztir Epitome Juliani ', SG II (1985), 93 - 137. On the relation between the Epitome 
and the Authenticum, cf. Van der Wal I Lokin, Delineatio, 45-46; Scheltema, L 'enseignement, 57-60; 
H.J. Scheltema, 'Subseciva. XII: Die Notiz der Codd . Vindobon. !at. iur. civ. 19 und Claustro
Neoburg. 62', TRG 3 1 (1963), 279-282. 
Ultimate ly, it is Hanel' s edition of the Epitome that remains to be consulted: G. Haenel , [ed.], Juliani 
epitome latina Novellarum Justiniani, Leipzig 1873 (repr. Osnabruck 1965). Hanel's text has been 
reprinted in P. Fiorelli I A.M. Bartoletti Co lombo, Iuliani epitome Latina Novel/arum lustiniani. 
Secondo l'edizione di Gustavo Hanel e co l glossario d 'Antonio Agustin, [Legum fustiniani imperatoris 
vocabularium], Firenze 1996. The latter work lacks the critical apparatus, the Paratitla and the Scholia 
anonyma, but it includes a very detailed and highly useful index. 
For all this, cf. the Concordance. 
Cf. Jui. Epit. lat. const. XXl (p. 43 Haenel): the first chapter - numbered as capit. 68 - is accompanied 
by the ru bric De officio rectoris provinciae 'On the office of provincial governor'. The first sentence of 
capit. 68 reads: Haec constitutio habet inscriptionem: mandala principis 'This constitution bears the 
heading: imperial mandates ' . Const. XXI epitomizes Nov. 17 (in the Collectio CLXV[[] Novellarum); 
the rubric of thi s Novel reads: Mandara principis (SK 117/ 12). 
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The third reason why the Epitome latina - and its Greek original - cannot be used for 
comparison with the OtmQfoEtc; of the Novels in ICb 2 concerns the above mentioned 
chapters. In the Epitome latina, every constitution is subdivided into a number of capitula. 
These chapters do not recommence with number one at the beginning of every new 
constitution, but constitute an uninterrupted rising sequence from 1 up to 564 throughout 
the entire Epitome latina.70 The references to the OtmQfoEtc; of the Novels in ICb 2 make 
clear, that these OtWQEaEtc; restart with number one at the beginning of a new Novel. 

4.5 Athanasios's Syntagma 
The next possible candidate for comparison is the Syntagma of Justinian' s Novels, 
compiled by Athanasios of Emesa, in combination with the collection of Novels which 
underlies the Syntagma. 71 We have already seen, that Athanasios structured his Syntagma 
into titles, otcni:X~e:tc;, and the smallest units: xEtpaA.cw:x or chapters. There is some evidence, 
that Athanasios adopted these chapters from his exemplar, at least partly: he sometimes 
explicitly mentions chapter such and such of constitution so-and-so. 72 Athanasios does so 
in 10,2,25: .i\vi:Xyvw8t TO AE' Ml A.c;-' XEtpcXAWOV T~OOE T~c; OL<XTcX~€Wc; ( ... ), ( ... ) we; EV T<{l A.c;-' 
xstpcxf..cx[tp tpl'] otv. 'Read chapter 35 and 36 of this constitution( ... ),( ... ) like it is stated in 
chapter 36'. Another instance occurs in 10,2,44: To TEAEUTcxtov xstpi:XA.mov ouµ~ouA.sunxwc; 
tpl']otv ~ Otaw~tc; ( ... ) 'In its final chapter, the constitution says by way of advice ( ... )'. 73 

Athan. 10,2 is based on what is Nov. 22 in the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum. Sadly, in 
this one instance it is impossible to compare the chapters of the Novel concerned with 
otmQfoe:tc; in ICb 2, because Nov. 22 does not occur in this Basilica index. In view of the 
close relation between ICb 2 and the Index Coislinianus (ICb),74 we might theoretically 
consult the latter index, but this option leads nowhere. Nov. 22 occurs in B. 28,4; 28,5; 
28,7; 28,12 and 28,14.75 ICb merely observes the occurrence of Nov. 22 in B. 28,4, and 
omits any mention of OtO'.lQEaEtc;. 76 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

All manuscripts of the Epitome latina have preserved these capitula. They probably already occurred 
in the Greek co llection of Novels underlying the Epitome, but this is not completely certain: the 
capitula may also owe their existence to Julian himself; cf. Van der Wal, 'Textfassung', 20; Noailles, 
Les collections, II , 51; Biener, Geschichte, 59-60. 
On Athanasios of Emesa and his Syntagma, cf. § 3.2 above. With respect to a comparison with the 
81mQfoe1c; of the Novels in ICb 2, the Collectio Tripartita can be disregarded altogether, as it 
complete ly depends on Athanasios 's Syntagma: the third part of the Co llTrip . is derived from the first 
three titles of the Syntagma; cf. n. 23 above. 
Cf. again Simon I Troianos, Novellensyntagma, X; Simon, 'Novellenexemplar', 140. 
Athan. 10,2,25 (Simon I Troianos, 320/15 and 28); Athan. I 0,2,44 (Simon I Troianos, 330/4). These 
passages are referred to by Simon, 'Novellenexemplar ', 140 n. 55. 
On this issue, cf. Van Bochove, ' Index titulorum', § 4 - § 7. 
Cf. the Conspectus titulorum legum iustinianarum qui in hoe volumine commentantur (A IV) after BT 
1558; SK 146-187 test.. 
Cf. cod. Coisl. gr. 151, f. 7', II. 3-23 (I. 5, left margin); BT 1325 app., 1342 app., .1357 app., 1405 app. 
and 1413 app .. 
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Athanasios's Syntagma itself does not qualify for comparison. First, ICb 2 alludes to the 
Novv. 149 and 161: these Novels are omitted in the Syntagma. Second, ICb 2 contains 
references to 4 7 other Novels which are also dealt with by Athanasios. However, there is 
no correspondence whatsoever with regard to the numbers of the Novels in lCb 2 and in 
the Syntagma: the numbers in the Syntagma - title and constitution - are entirely 
Athanasios's ownn Third, it is even possible to conclude, that Athanasios's xetp&A.cwx do 
not concur with the OtO'.tQfoEtc; in ICb 2, on the basis of three Novels. Reference has 
already been made to Nov. 3. ICb 2 refers to the OtlXtQEoEtc; <X', Wand y' of this Novel. And 
we have already seen, that Nov. 3 consists of three text units. Nov. 3 appears in the 
Syntagma as title 1, constitution 9. In Athan. 1,9, the main body of the text of the Novel -
viz. the plain text without rubric, inscription, opening words of the underlying original , 
and the date - takes up just one text unit, covering Nov. 3, c. 1-2.78 The second Novel is 
Nov. 42. ICb 2 mentions OtlXlQEatc; W of this Novel. Thus, Nov. 42 consists of at least two 
text units. Nov. 42 appears in Athan. 1,5. Again, in the Syntagma the main body of the text 
of the Novel consists of merely one text portion, covering the entire Novel. 79 The third and 
final Novel is Nov. 57. Of this Novel, ICb 2 mentions OllXtQfoetc; <X' and w. The text of the 
Novel therefore contains - at least - two text units. Athanasios deals with Nov. 57 in title 1, 
constitution 12 of his Syntagma. In Athan. 1, 12, the main body of the text of Nov. 57 takes 
up one text portion. so 

As to the collection of Novels underlying the Syntagma, it, too, was certainly not used 
by the compiler(s) ofICb 2. Athanasios 's exemplar contained 153 Novels, the most recent 
of which - viz. Nov. 144 according to the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum - was issued in 
572. For his Syntagma, Athanasios adapted the Novels in his exemplar thoroughly and 
exhaustively: Novels not dealt with by Athanasios simply did not occur in his exemplar. s' 
We have already seen, that the Novv. 149 and 161 , which are alluded to in ICb 2, are 
missing in the Syntagma. Thus, they were also lacking in the collection underlying the 
Syntagrna. Concerning Nov. 161, the reason for this is evident: the Novel was issued in 
574. It is unknown, why Nov. 149 - promulgated in 569 - was absent in Athanasios's 
exemplar."2 A second reason why the compiler(s) of ICb 2 can't have used Athanasios's 
exemplar concerns the numbers of the Novels in that collection, or rather, the absence of 
numbers in that collection. When Athanasios alludes to Novels, he quotes their incipit 
(opening words) or rubrics, or mentions their place in his Syntagma. Simon explains this 

77 
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82 

For a ll this, cf. again the Concordance at the end of this article. 
For the case of Nov. 3, cf. ICb 2, 117-119; § 4.2 above; Athan. 1,9 (Simon I Troianos, 58/13 -16). 
For the case of Nov. 42, cf. !Cb 2, 41-42; Athan. 1,5 (S imon I Troianos, 54/4-10). 
For the case of Nov. 57, cf. !Cb 2, 127-129; Athan. 1,12 (Simon I Troianos, 62/5-12). Interestingly, 
Athanas ios himself d istinguishes two chapters in the text of his exemplar. Concerning the first, he 
remarks: T o ngwwv xEtpaA.mov ·6jc; 8toC1:a~Ewc; yEvtx6v £on. 'The first chapter of the constitution 
is universally valid ' (62/5). And on the second: To 8etnEgov XEtpaA.mov 10ntx6v. 'The second 
chapter has local validity' (62/7-8). 
Cf. Simon, 'Novellenexemplar', 117 and 129-135. 
Cf. Simon, 'Novellenexemplar ', 130 (absence of Nov. 161), 135 (absence of Nov. 149). 
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by arguing that the Novels in the collection underlying the Syntagma lacked numbers 
altogether. 83 In ICb 2, the Novels are invariably accompanied by numbers. A third and 
final - though in itself not decisive - reason may be derived from the rubrics of the Novels. 
Athanasios did not personally compose the rubrics of the Novels he dealt with, but 
adopted them from his exemplar. 84 The rubrics of the Novels in JCb 2 and in the collection 
which underlies the Syntagma are at variance with one another. Three examples may 
suffice. In ICb 2, Nov. 17 is accompanied by the rubric lleQi no:Qcxyye/..µ6'.Twv tXQXOVTwv 
' Instructions for governors'; in Athan. 4,3, this rubric reads: Mcxvo&w TICXQEX6µevcx ouv 
wic; xw8txfA.f..otc; wic; xo:Ta T6nov &:Qxoucnv 'Mandates (i.e. instructions) issued to the 
provincial governors, together with their instrument of appointment' . Our second example 
concerns the rnbric of Nov. 114. In ICb 2 it reads: llEQt 8dwv xe/..e6oewv 'Imperial 
commands'; its counterpart in Athan. 22,6 reads: lleQi wu Ta<; 8efcxc; xef.e6oetc; 6rcoyQCXlfl~V 
sxetv wu QUAESTOROS 'Imperial commands require the signature of the quaestor '. 
Finally, in ICb 2, Nov. 120 bears the heading: llEQl 8xnot1]oewc; xcx[ 8µlpui:e6oewc; 
8xxf.ri cncxonxwv TIQcxyµ&TWv 'Alienation and emphyteusis of ecclesiastical assets '; in 
Athan. 2,2, we read: lleQi 8tcxlp6Qwv €xxf..ricncxonxwv XElpcxf.cxfwv 'Various ecclesiastical 
subjects'. ' 5 

4.6 Theodore's Breviarium and the Index Reginae 
The next, and in this case highly interesting candidate for comparison is a Summa of, or 
rather, companion to the Novels of Justinian, known as the Breviarium compiled by the 
lawyer Theodore (Breviary or Theod.). In the present paragraph it will be discussed in 
combination with the so-called Index Reginae. 

Theodore Scholastikos originated from Hermoupolis in the Thebaid in Upper-Egypt 
and lived in the second half of the sixth century. He wrote two Smmrnu-ies. The frrst of 
these is a Summa of the Justinian Code, fragments of which have come down to us via the 
scholia to the Basilica and via some other sources. The second, almost completely 
preserved Summa is the already mentioned Breviary of Justinian's Novels: Theodore 
compiled it somewhere after the year 575 . The Breviary lacks a systematical arrangement: 
Theodore simply adopted both the numbers and the sequence of the Novels in the 
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Cf. Simon, 'Novellenexemplar' , 117-122, and 139-140; cf. also Simon I Troianos, Novellensyntagma, 
IX. 
This is very clear from a number of instances in which Athanasios quotes a rubric and ends it with the 
words xCLt 1<i £~~<;'and so forth': the latter phrase clearly shows, that the underlying original contained 
a longer text; cf. e.g. Athan. 1,12 (Simon I Troianos, 62/2); 1,13 (S imon I Troianos, 62/14); 4,16 
(Simon I Tro ianos, 166/2); and 9,5 (Simon I Troianos, 280/17); cf. also Simon I Troianos, Nove/len
syntagma, IX. 
On Nov. 17 I Athan. 4,3, cf. !Cb 2, 205-206 and Simon I Troianos, 144/1. On Nov. 114 I Athan. 22,6, 
cf. !Cb 2, 111 and Simon I Troianos, 484/1. On Nov 120 I Athan. 2,2, cf. ICb 2, 146-147 and Simon I 
Troianos, 86/6. More examples can be found in the cases of Nov. 42 I Athan. 1,5 (ICb 2, 41-42; Simon 
I Troianos, 54/ 1); Nov. 66 I Athan. 9,5 (!Cb 2, 101-103 ; Simon I Troianos, 280/16-1 7); Nov. 146 I 
Athan. 3,5 (!Cb 2, 50-5 l ; Simon I Troianos, 130/9-16); and so forth . 
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Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum. In the Breviary, each summary of a Novel - or of a part of 
it in case of a long one - is followed by notes styled mxgcowµmx[, viz. cross-references 
which exclusively refer to parallel texts from the Code and other Novels. The text of 
Theodore's Breviary was edited by K.E. Zacharia (von Lingenthal); he mainly based 
himself on one manuscript, the only one to contain the full text of the Breviary: it concerns 
cod. Athon. Mcylcrr11 Acx.6ga. G 65. 86 In Zacharia's edition, the individual summaries are 
mostly subdivided into numbered paragraphs. These numbers owe their existence to 
Zacharia: they do not occur in the Athonensis. In establishing his paragraphs, however, 
Zacharia was clearly inspired by the external features of the text of the Breviary in the 
manuscript. For, in the Athonensis the text of the Novels is subdivided into smaller text 
tmits whose beginnings are marked by protrusion of the first letter of the first word. 
f1cx.gcx.noµncx.[ - if occurring, of course - mark the end of the individual text tmits. 
Zacharia's numbered paragraphs show a high degree of correspondence with the text units 
in the Athonensis, though they do not always concur.87 

The Index Reginae (IndReg) is a list of the Novels of Justinian, transmitted in cod. 
Paris. gr. 1349. The text of the Index was edited by (G.E.) Heimbach.88 In the IndReg, the 
Novels bear the same numbers and are enumerated in the same sequence as the Novels in 
the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum. However, the rubrics of the Novels in the IndReg do 
not correspond with those of the Novels in the Collectio. It was Zacharia who observed a 
strong resemblance between the rubrics in the IndReg on the one hand and those in the 
n[vcx.~ 1wv vccxgwv ' list of the Novels ' which precedes Theodore's Breviary in the Athonen
sis on the other hand. Like this n[vcx.~ -rwv vccxgwv, Zacharia identified the IndReg as a title 
index - or rather, an index of rubrics - of Theodore's Breviary.89 

It is highly interesting to compare the combination of Theodore's Breviary I IndReg with 
ICb 2, for two reasons. First, the Novels in the Breviary I IndReg show a complete nume-
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For all this, cf. e.g. Van der Wal I Lokin, Delineatio, 57-58 and 128-129; Pieler, 'Rechtsliteratur', 436 
with the notes 66-71 ; Noailles, Les collections, I, 181-1 83; A. Schminck, ODB, s. v. Theodore Scho
lastikos; Van der Wal, Manuale, XJV; C.E. Zachariae, AvE:xooto:, Leipzig 1843 (repr. Aalen 1969), 
IX-LXI (prolegomena, passim). Edition of the Breviary: Zachariae, AvE:xoow, 1-1 65. On the Atho
nensis (dating from the first half of the eleventh century), cf. RHBR, I, No. 31. 
l have consulted a microfilm of the Athonensis. Cf. also Zachar iae, A vE:xoow, XXIX-XXX; Van der 
Wal , Manuale, XIV with n. 15; Van der Wal, 'Textfassung', 20 n. 38 i. f.; cf. n. 153 below. 
On the IndReg in general, cf. e.g. Noai lles, Les collections, II , J 82-185; (C.W.E.) Heimbach, Prole
gomena, 171; G.E. Heimbach, Av8xoow, I!, Leipzig 1840 (repr. Aa len 1969), LXVl-LXIX; Simon, 
'Nove l!enexemplar ', 124 n. 13. Edition of the lndReg: Heimbach, Av£xooto:, II , 237-246. On the 
Parisinus (dating from the eleventh century), cf RHBR, I, No. 162. The Parisinus transmits inter alia 
the books 45 - 48 of the Basilica, accompanied by numerous scholia. The lndReg occurs on the ff. 236v 
- 238v (pos. 7, written by hand B). 
Cf Zachariae, Av£xoow, XXVI-XXVII and I n. I. Jn the Athonensis, the n[vo:~ TWV vso:gwv occurs 
on the ff. 164' - I 6r, directly preceding and entirely based on Theodore 's Breviary, though not com
piled by Theodore himself. 
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rical correspondence with the Novels in ICb 2.90 Second, the lndReg is more than a bare 
listing of the numbers and the rubrics of the Novels in Theodore's Breviary. The IndReg 
also provides detailed information if, and where individual Novels occur in the text of the 
Basilica: the IndReg does so by means of the addition of a large number of notes 
indicating which (parts of) Novels occur in which book and title - and sometimes even 
chapter - of the Basilica. In these notes, we come across the phrases o68E al.Itri xEtt<Xt 

(indicating that the relevant Novel is lacking in the text of the Basilica), and, more 
importantly, ~ oA.11 vrnQ&. (meaning that the Novel concerned occurs in the text of the 
Basilica in its entirety). We also meet the term Ot<XtQEatc; accompanied by Greek num
bers.91 Thus, at long last we encounter a close parallel with regard to the phrases ~ oA.ri 
vE<XQCT and ot<XtQccrtc; in ICb 2. Is it possible to fmd out the meaning of the phrase Ot<XtQEatc; 
in the IndReg? And if so, does this imply, that we can use the IndReg in order to solve the 
mystery of the ot<XtQEaEtc; in ICb 2? 

Zacharia dealt with the first of the above questions in the prolegomena to his edition 
of Theodore 's Breviary, though he did so only implicitly. We have already seen, that he 
identified the IndReg as an index of rubrics of the Breviary on the basis of the strong 
correspondence between the rubrics in the IndReg and those in the n[va~ 1wv VE<XQWV pre
ceding the Breviary in the Athonensis. Zacharia then hypothesized, that the author of the 
IndReg used the Breviary rather than the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum for his purpose, 
viz. in order to indicate if and where a Novel occurred in the text of the Basilica.92 

Zacharia returned to the above hypothesis many years later. In 1877, he published a study 
in which he drew the attention to the value of a number of Byzantine legal sources -
among which the Index Reginae -, for both the textual criticism of the Basilica and the 
restitution of the text of Basilica books which lack direct manuscript transmission. He 
assessed the value of these sources on the basis of one working example, i.e. by presenting 
a complete restitution of the text of the first book of the Basilica on the basis of the 
testimonies from later legal literature.93 Zacharia then made some remarks concerning the 

90 

91 

92 

93 

Cf. again the Concordance at the end of the present artic le. 
For the details, cf. Heimbach, 1\.v8x8ow, II, 237-246. For a discussion of the notes all uding to the 
Basilica, cf. the literature on the lndReg quoted inn. 88 above. 
Cf. Zachariae, '.Av8x8ow, XXV!l: ' Index vero noster (i .e. the ntvo:~ Twv vco:ewv in the Athonensis) 
rubricas epitomatas CLXVlll Nove llarum continens mirum quantum convenit cum Indice Reginae, i.e. 
lndice Novellarum, quem ( ... ) nuperrime ( ... ) Heimbachius (.1\v8x8. To. II)( ... ) edidit. Unde mihi 
suspicio est, auctorem huius lndicis, quum notare vellet, quo quaeque Novella loco et an omnino in 
Basilicis collocata esset, non ipsam CLXVlll Nove llarum col lationem, sed potius Theodori Breviarium 
ad collationem instituendam adh ibuisse'. 
For all this, cf. K.E. Zacharia von Lingenthal, 'Beitrage zur Kritik und Restitution der Basiliken ', 
Memoires de / 'Academie imperiale des sciences de S1.-Petersbourg, 7' serie, XXlll , 6, St.-Petersbourg 
1877, 1-39 (repr. in : K.E. Zacharia von Lingenthal, Kleine Schrijien zur rdmischen und byzantinischen 
Rechtsgeschichte. Samrnlung der in Zeitschrijien und Serienwerken erschienenen selbstdndigen 
Abhandlungen 1840- 1894. Band I: 1840 - 1879, [Opuscu la. Samrnelausgabe seltener und bisher nicht 
se lbstandig erschienener wissenschaftlicher Abhandlungen, Band IV/I], Leipzig 1973, 575-613 ( 1-1 5 
(= 575-589)). 
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transmission of B. 1 in the manuscripts . The text of B. 1 is handed down by two manu
scripts, viz. the codd. Paris. gr. 1352 and Coisl. gr. 15 1, the latter manuscript being none 
other than the text bearer of ICb 2. The Parisinus underlies Fabrot's edition of B. 1, the 
Coislinianus that of Heimbach, who regarded the text transmitted by the latter manuscript 
as the authentic Basilica text. Regarding the text of B. 1, the two manuscripts deviate from 
one another, in that the Parisinus presents the text of the Coislinianus in a strongly ab
breviated form. Subsequently, Zacharia observed, that the text of the Coislinianus strongly 
diverged from his restitution. For, in the Codex part of B. I the Coislinianus contains 
constitutions which according to the explicit statement of some testimonies do not belong 
to the Basilica text. Moreover, the Coislinianus presents constitutions from the Code 
mostly in their Greek original or in a verbatim Greek translation, whereas the testimonies 
restrict themselves to quoting Thalelaios's version of the relevant constitution. Zacharia 
explained these peculiarities of the Coislinianus (or its prototype) as the result of the work 
of its scribe - being a cleric -, who in accordance with his own purposes would have inter
polated the true Basilica text as represented by the testimonies. 94 Thus, Zacharia regarded 
his restitution of the text of B. 1 on the basis of the testimonies as the authentic Basi lica 
text. Zacharia's point of view had some far-reaching consequences. For, the editors of the 
Groningen edition of the Basilica accepted Zacharia's ideas and, consequently, edited the 
text of the first book of the Basilica on the basis of the testimonies, regarding the texts 
presented by both the Coislinianus and the Parisinus as spurious.95 

Zacharia used the IndReg for the final part of his restitution of B. 1: the text of this 
part originates from Justinian's Novels. Seven Novels make their appearance in the first 
book of the Basilica, viz. the Novv. 37, 131, 42, 109, 144, 146 and 132, in that sequence. 
On Nov. 37, the lndReg reads: A('· 1tEQl 'CWV ev Aqi(!tKij EXXA'Y]GlWV. Bt ~. ex' 'CWV BexmAlXWV 
m. <ex'> XE(fl. µc'· OlCXLQEGlC, w, y', o', E' 'Novel 37: the Churches in Africa. Book I of the 
Basilica, title 1, chapter 45 : sections 2, 3, 4, 5'. The lemma lndReg Nov. 131 reads : PA.ex'· 
TIEQl 8xxA.11mexanxwv xcx<v6>vwv xex[ 11gcxyµchwv &11oxcxmo-rcwswc, xcx[ 6gqicxv01:g6qiwv. 
Bt~. ex' n1. ex' xEqi. µ8 '· otcxtQEOl<;; x', xcx', xy', xo' 'Novel 13 1: ecclesiastical canons, 
restitution of goods, and orphanages. Book I , title 1, chapter 49: sections 20, 21, 23, 24'. 
The lemma IndReg ov. 42: MW· TIEQt €max611wv &vex8sµexna8E:vmv. Bt ~. ex' TWV 
BcxmA.txwv n1. ex' xEqi. v' 'Novel 42: anathematized bishops. Book 1 of the Basilica, title 1, 
chapter 50 '. In the lemma lndReg Nov. 109 we read: P8'· TIEQl cx1grnxwv. Bt~. ex' n1. ex' 

94 

95 

For all this, cf. Zacharia von Lingenthal, 'Beitrtlge ', 15-16 (= 589-590); cf. also Schminck, Studien, 52-
53 with further references. On the Coislinianus, cf. n. 1 above. On the Parisinus 1352 (dating from the 
beg inning of the thirteenth century), cf. RHBR, I, No. 166. 
Cf. H.J . Scheltema I N. van der Wal, [edd.], Basilicorum Libri LX, Series A Volumen I: Textus libro
rum 1 - Vlll , Groningen I Djakarta I 's-Gravenhage 1953, praefatio, p. XI: 'Hoe volumen unum tantum 
continet librum restitutum, librum I sc. Formam enim qua datur hie liber in codicibus Cb (= Coisl. gr. 
151) et P (=Paris. gr. 1352) non genuinam esse demonstrav it Zachariae von Lingentha l ( ... ), cu ius ar
gumenta hie repetere non opus est. Vulgo eum secuti sumus in restituendo hoe libro, hie illic tantum ab 
eo dissent imus '. 
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XE<p. µc'· ~ oA.11 VEO'.QcX 'Novel 109: heretics. Book 1, title 1, chapter 45: the entire Novel' . 
The lemma lndReg Nov. 144: <Pµo '·> negi ~o:µexgmwv. Bt~. ex' n1. o:' xE<p. vex' 'Novel 
144: Samaritans. Book 1, title 1, chapter 51' . IndReg Nov. 146 reads: Pµc;'· on OEl wuc; 
'E~gex[ouc; &vo:ytvwaxm nxc; ygex tp D:c; xo:l E~QO'.LaTL Bt~. o:' TlT. ex' X€<p. vy'· ~ OAl'] VEO'.QcX 
'Novel 146: Hebrews must read the Scriptures also in Hebrew. Book I , title 1, chapter 53: 
the entire Novel'. Finally, the lemma lndReg Nov. 132 reads: P A. V nEQi extgrnxwv. Bt~. 
[ex' m.] ex ' XEtp. vo '· ~ 8A.11 VEO'.QcX 'Novel 132: heretics. Book 1, title 1, chapter 54: the entire 
Novel' .96 In his restitution, Zacharia observed, that Theod. 37, § 2 - § 5 are the underlying 
source of B. 1, 1, 45-48; that B. 1, 1, 49 originates from Theod. 131, § 21, § 22, § 24 and § 
25; and that B. 1, 1, 50 stems from Theod. 42 § 2. He then remarked, that B. 1, 1, 51 is 
based on the original text of Nov. 109 - initio et fine truncata -; B. 1, 1, 52 on Nov. 144, c. 
1 and 2; B. 1, 1, 53 on Nov. 146, c. 1, 2 and 3; and, finally, B. 1, 1, 54 on Nov. 132.97 The 
IndReg uses the term 8text(:!Eatc; in connection with the N ovv. 3 7 and 131 ; the phrase ~ OA1'] 
vEexQ& occurs in connection with the Novv. 109, 146 and 132. Evidently, Zacharia con
sidered the term oto:[gwtc; as a reference to Theodore's Breviary, and the phrase ~ oA.11 
vwg& as an allusion to the original text of Justinian's Novels. 98 Thus, we seem to have a 
positive identification of the term 8textQEatc; in the Index Reginae: it would refer to the (un
numbered) text units in the subdivision of the summaries of the Novels in Theodore's Bre
viary. Does this imply, that we can identify the otmgfoetc; of the Novels in ICb 2 as 
references to the text portions in Theodore's Breviary? 

In the previous section, the words ' seem' and 'would' have been used on purpose, 
because Zacharia was wrong. Of course, hi s line of reasoning regarding the identification 
of the term otex[gwtc; makes perfect sense and is only too Wlderstandable in view of his -
correct - identification of the Index Reginae as an index of rubrics of Theodore's Breviary. 
However, the IndReg itself proves, that Zacharia' s reasoning cannot be correct. From hi s 

96 

97 

98 

Cf. Heimbach, Av€x8om, II, 239 (Nov . 37), 244 (Nov. 131), 239 (Nov. 42), 243 (Nov. 109), 245 
(Novv. 144 and 146), and 244 (Nov. 132). With regard to quotations from the lndReg, I have generally 
adopted Heimbach's text and readings, wi th some tacit emendations and modifications, based on a 
consultation of a microfilm of the Parisinus 1349. It should be noted, that (I) abbreviations are dealt 
with in accordance with the system used in the edition of lCb 2; thus, ~ t~. stands for ~t~A.(ov, and Tl't. 

fo r TtTA.oc;; contrary to ICb 2, however, XEq>aA.mov has been written as XE q> . The phrases Otme. and 
~<XotA.. have been rendered in full (ot<Xl(?Wtc; and ~<XotA.txwv resp.). (2) The use of square and ang le 
brackets ([ ] and < > resp.) is in accordance with the system underlying the edition of the Basilica; on 
this, cf. e.g. Scheltema I Van der Wal, Basilicorum libri LX, A I, p. XVI!. The lemma IndReg Nov. 132 
requires some comment of its own: Heimbach read ~t. ... ... Cl. XEq> . xo ' . ~ oA.ri VE <X Q<i:. On the micro
film of the Parisinus (f. 238"), I have been unable to read (and thus verify) everything Heimbach read; 
however, the manuscript does certainly not read xo' , but vo' . 
Cf. Zacharia, ' Beitrage ', 13-15 (= 587-589) . 
This is abundantly clear from Zacharia's footnotes. On Nov. I 3 I he wrote: 'Allein der Index Reginae 
giebt an , dass die OtC1.tQEaEt<; x ', xe< ', xy', xo ' d.i. die capp. 21, 22, 24, 25 aus Theod. Breviar. Nov. 
131 den Text (sc. der Basiliken) gebildet haben'. His comment on Nov. 109: ' Der Text der Nov. 109. 
Der Index Reginae sagt: Bt~ . e1. ' TtT. e1. ' XECjl. µc ' · ~ oA.ri VE<XQ<i ' ; cf. Zacharia, 'Beitrage ', 14 (= 588), 
notes 1 and 3. Cf. also p. 15 (= 589), notes I and 2. 
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point of view, the term Ote<tQEats refers to the Breviary, whereas the phrase ~ oA.11 vrngci 
alludes to the full text of Justinian' s Novels. The lemma IndReg Nov. 12 reads in full: IV 
rrEQl &8Eµn:oyccµtwv. Bt~. xri' cwv B<XatAtxwv n1. c;' xerp. a" ~ oA.11 vECJ.Qci, rrA.~v ci'is l.>cr18QCJ.s 
OtC<tQEaEWs. 99 'Novel 12: unlawful marriages. Book 28 of the Basilica, title 6, chapter 1: the 
entire Novel, except the final section'. This lemma clearly proves, that the term Ote<tQWts 
pertains to a subdivision of individual Novels into smaller text portions. Equally important 
is the conclusion that the phrases OtCJ.lQWts and ~ oA.11 vwgci - contrary to Zacharia's point 
of view - evidently refer to one and the same textual entity, and not to different works. If 
we confine ourselves merely to the IndReg, we face two possibilities. First, Ote<iQWls and~ 
oA.11 vsccgci both allude to Theodore's Breviary. We would then have to assume, that the 
scribe of the lndReg or its prototype, or perhaps even the compiler of the notes indicating 
which (parts of) Novels occur in which book and title of the Basilica, consulted a copy of 
those Basilica which exclusively contained texts from the Breviary: Theodore's summaries 
of complete Novels, referred to by the phrase ~ oA.11 vwgci, and parts of those summaries, 
alluded to by numbered OtlXtQfosu:;. This first possibility is extremely unlikely, as the 
Basilica manuscripts nearly always transmit the full text of Justinian' s Novels. 100 The 
second possibility is, of course, that Ote<iQWls and ~ oA.11 VECJ.QrX do not allude to 
Theodore's Breviary, but rather refer to the ful l text of the Novels of Justinian. In either 
case, Zacharia's identification of the term Ote<tQWts is untenable. 

It is possible to put the entire above issue in a wider context by studying rubrics and 
references to Ote<tQfoEts in the IndReg in conjunction with ICb 2. Ifwe first focus on B. 1, 
ICb 2 provides the following data. On Nov. 37, ICb 2 remarks: KEtpcXAC<tov µ£'. Ns. A.~" 

rrsQt cwv sv /\tpQtx11 6xxA.11mwv 8to:iQWls ~', y', 8', e'. '(Book 1 of the Basilica, title 1), 
chapter 45. Novel 37: the Churches in Africa; sections 2, 3, 4, 5'. On Nov. 131, ICb 2 
reads: Ne. QAC<" ITEQl EXXA11GlO'.CJ1:lXWV X<XVOVWV Ol<XlQECJls x', xix', x~', xy', xo'. 'Novel 131: 
ecclesiastical canons; sections 20, 21, 22, 23, 24'. The lemma on Nov. 42 reads: 
KErpciA.mov µ8'. Ne. µ~" nEQl 6nwx6rrwv &vcc8Eµe<no8Ev1wv oto:tQEats ~'. '(Book I of the 
Basilica, title 1), chapter 49. Novel 42: anathematized bishops; section 2'. With regard to 
Nov. 109, ICb 2 reads: KerpciA.mov v'. NE. g8" ITEQl algrnxwv X<Xl yuvmxwv cx61wv ~ oA.11 
vecxQci. '(Book I of the Basilica, title 1), chapter 50. Novel 109: heretics and their wives; 
the entire Novel'. On Nov. 144, ICb 2 provides the following lemma: KstpciA.ixtov vW . Ns. 
gµo" nEQl L:ccµe<Q8l1:WV oA.11. ' (Book I of the Basilica, title 1), chapter 52. Novel 144: 
Sanrnritans; the entire Novel'. With regard to Nov. 146, we read: Ksrpr1.A.mov vy'. Ns. Qµc;" 
1!8Ql 'E~QIXlWV ITWs 08l 1cXs YQC<tpcXs &vccytVWCJXElV oA.11. '(Book 1 of the Basilica, title 1), 
chapter 53. Novel 146: Hebrews, how to read the Scriptures; the entire Novel'. Finally, on 
Nov. 132 ICb 2 comes up with the lemma: KerpciAC<tov vo'. Ne. QA~" 'lOtxwv Kwv01:av
ctvou1wA.[11Xts ~ nsQt o:!Qsnxwv. '(Book 1 of the Basilica, title 1 ), chapter 54. Novel 132: 

99 

100 
Cf. Heimbach, .t\.vE:x8ow, II , 238. 
It may suffice to refer to the text and accompanying critical apparatus of any given title of the Basilica. 
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edict to the people of Constantinople, or [the edict] on heretics'. 10 1 The above data show a 
good deal of correspondence with those provided by the IndReg, but there are also 
differences . With regard to the phrases OW'.l(.?EOl<; and Yi oA.11 VECX(.?6:, the following can be 
observed. The references for Nov. 37 are completely identical: both ICb 2 and the IndReg 
mention the otcxt(.?EoEt<; W, y', o', and E'. The two indices also concur with respect to Nov. 

131, with the exception that the lndReg fails to mention otcxt(.?EOt<; xW. Of Nov. 42, ICb 2 
mentions otcx[Qwt<; 0'; the IndReg omits this reference. On Nov. 109, there is again 
complete correspondence: in connection with this Novel, both indices use the phrase Yj oA.11 
vEcxQO'. . The same applies to Nov. 146: here, too, we find the phrase Yj oA.11 VECXQO'. (oA.11 in 
ICb 2). Differences occur again in the remaining Novels: for _ ov. 144, ICb 2 comes up 

with the reference oA.11, whereas the IndReg omits this term. Regarding Nov. 132, it is the 
other way round: in this case, it is the IndReg that uses the phrase Yj oA.11 vECXQO'., whereas 
ICb 2 omits it. A comparison of the rubrics of the Novels in our two indices produces the 
following result. The rubrics of the Novv. 37, 42 and 144 are completely identical. Minor 

divergences occur in the rubrics of the Novv. 109 and 146. In Nov. 109, ICb 2 adds xcxt 
yuvmxwv cx61wv after cxleE1txwv, whereas the IndReg omits those words . Regarding the 
rubric of Nov. 146, it is the IndReg that is the more extensive by the addition of the words 

xcxt E~Qcxta1( after yQwp6:c;; moreover, there is some variation in the use of words. Maj or 

divergences occur in the rubrics of the Novv. 131and132. In ICb 2, the rubric ofNov. 131 

reads: H e:Qi ExxA.11mcxanxwv lmv6vwv, to which the Index Reginae adds xcxt TIQcxyµ6:TWv 
&noxcxwo16:0Ew<; xcxt 6Qcpcxvo1Q6cpwv. To make things worse, ICb 2 transmits the rubric of 
Nov. 131 twice. At its second occurrence, the rubric reads (strongly deviating from the 

1ndReg): N e. QACX" TIEQl EXXAY]atcx:onxwv xcxv6vwv xcxt TIQovoµiwv ~ TIEQl 8xxA.11otcxanx~c; 

xcxmo16:aEw<; 'Novel 131 : ecclesiastical canons and privileges or the status of the 
Church '. '02 FinaJly, IndReg Nov. 132 rubr. simply reads: 71:€(.?l cx1ernxwv; by way of con
trast, we read in ICb 2: '{om10v KwvowvnvounoA.l1cxt<; ~ 71:EQL CXLQE1txwv. 

At first sight, the degree of c01Tespondence between the IndReg and ICb 2 seems far 

greater than the differences103 between the two indices. One could even argue, that ICb 2 
corroborates the ideas of Zacharia, in view of the fact that in B. 1 out of seven pairs of 

rubrics no less than three are completely identical, and two show only minor divergencies. 

Moreover, the explicit mention of otcxiQEOt<; W of Nov. 42 in ICb 2 seems to support 
Zacharia's point of view, that Theod. 42 § 2 underlies B. 1, 1, 50. The correspondence 
concerning the OtcxtQEoEt<; of the Novv. 37 and 131 would also seem to indicate, that it is 
Theodore' s Breviary that underlies (parts of) the text of B. l. 104 However, this picture 

IO I 

102 

103 

104 

For all this, cf. !Cb 2, 35-54. 
Cf. !Cb 2, 152-153. Nov. 131 occurs for the second time in B. 5,3. 
No attention has been paid to small differences between the Ind Reg and !Cb 2 regarding e.g. the 
numbers ofimpo'.1..o:t()'. and variation in rendering the phrase~ 0/..11 vwe& / oA.11: it is the manuscript 
transmiss ion, or even scribal preference and error that may be held responsible for differences like 
these. 
Cf. again Zacharia, ' Beitrage', 13-14 (= 587-588). 
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changes in view of a · very important difference that has so far remained undiscussed. It 
concerns the difference in structure, and ultimately in nature between the two indices. The 
lemmata in the IndReg first quote the number and the rubric of the Novel concerned, and 
only then provide information if and where (parts of) the Novel occur in the text of the 
Basilica. ICb 2 first mentions the location in the Basilica, and quotes the number, the 
rubric and the otmgforn; of the Novels only after that; moreover, ICb 2 al so alludes to 
titles of the Digest and the Code. 105 In sho1i, the IndReg is a pure index of Novels - viz. of 
Theodore 's Breviary -, whereas ICb 2 is fill index of the Basilica. One could argue, that 
this difference is only trivial, and iliat it merely implies, that the IndReg and ICb 2 are each 
other's complement. But there is more to this. His identificat ion of the IndReg as an index 
of rubrics of Theodore's Breviary has - almost inevitably - led Zacharia to connect the 
term otcxlgwu; with the Breviary. The occurrence of the term otcx[gwtc; in ICb 2 demon
strates, that Zachai·ia's line of reasoning, however understandable it may be, is by no 
means self-evident. Being an index of the Basilica, ICb 2 does not automatically focus the 
attention on tile Breviary, thus connecting the term otcx(gwtc; with Theodore's work. The 
occurrence of otmQEo8tc; in ICb 2 considerably broadens the perspective from which to 
look upon the phenomenon otcxlgwtc;. In this way, it is not t11e IndReg that helps us to 
identify the otmQEoEtc; in ICb 2; rather, it is the latter index tllat sheds light on the use of 
the term in the former. 

Despite the above remarks, we still seem to smell Theodore's Breviaiy in connection 
with ICb 2 and its otmgfoctc;: in tile first book of the Basilica, the rubrics of the Novv. 37 
and 42 - both being accompanied by numbered OtmQEoctc; - ai·e identical in ICb 2, the 
IndReg and the Breviary. Even so, in its rendering of rubrics ICb 2 does provide some 
clues, that it is the original text of Justinian's Novels rather than the Breviary that under
lies the Novel part of B. 1. If we analyse the rubrics of the Novels in ICb 2, the Collectio 
CLXVIII Novellarum, Theodore's Breviary and the Index Reginae, the following picture 
emerges with respect to B. 1. 106 We have already seen, that the rubric of Nov. 131 appears 
on two locations in ICb 2. The first time it reads: TI8Ql exxA.11mcx01txwv xcxv6vwv, the 
second time: TI8Ql 8xxA.11atcxanxwv xa.v6vwv xcxt ngovoµ[wv ~ 71:8Ql 8xxA.11mcxonxYjc; XO'.<CX-

01iiacw<;. Especially the latter rubric corresponds with the rubric in the Collectio: TicQl 
8xxA.11mcxanxwv xcxv6vwv xcxl neovoµ(wv. The only difference is the addition of the phrase 
rj 71:8Ql 8xxA.11mcx01txYjc; xcxwo1iia8w<; in ICb 2: it may concern an explanatory note which 
was added to the text at a moment which can no longer be specified. The above rubrics 
clearly deviate from their counterparts in the IndReg and Theod .. In the IndReg we read: 
ITcQi exxA.11mcx01txwv xcx<v6>vwv xcxt TIQcxyµiimv &noxo:1cxa1ii0Ew<; xo:t 6Qtpcxvo1e6i.pwv. 
The Breviary merely adds "Ioov 8Etou Tunou 'copy of an imperial rescript' after 6Qtpcxvo-

105 

106 

One glance at the editions of the lndReg and !Cb 2 may suffice to illustrate the difference in structure 
and nature. 
The issue of the Novv. 37 and 42 will be discussed in the final paragraph of this art icle. 
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tQ6qiwv.107 The rubric of Nov. 109 reads in ICb 2 DsQi <XlQEnxwv xo:i yuvmxwv o:utwv; in 
the Collectio TI2gi o:tQrnxwv tfi n[om yuvmxwv 'Female hereti cs in faith ', and in Theod. 
and the IndReg simply DsQi cx[Qsttxwv. The addition of xo:t yuvmxwv w'.n:wv in ICb 2 seems 
to echo the phrase tfj nlotEt yuvmxwv in the Collectio. 108 The rubric of Nov. 144 is not very 
instructive: it is identical in all sources under discussion and simply reads TisQi .L:o:µo: 
QEttwv.109 The state of affairs regarding the rubric of Nov. 146 seems somewhat confusing. 
We have already seen, that the rubrics of this Novel in ICb 2 and the JndReg resemble one 
another. We only encounter some variation in the use of words and the addition of the 
phrase xo:i £~Q<Xtml after ygo:<pQc; in the IndReg. In the Collectio, the rubric of Nov. 146 
simply reads: D 2ei 'E~ecx[wv. It is impossible to draw any conclusion from this. By way of 
contrast, the corresponding rubric in the Breviary is extremely elaborate: DEQi wu &vcx
ytvW0XELV rnuc; 'E~QCX[ouc; iO:c; ygmpO:c; EAAY]Vloti xo:i E~QCXl

0

0"tl, Ml nset &vmefoswc; t~c; 

OSUTEQWoswc;, Y.CXl nset TWV µ~ 6µoA.oyo6vTWV XQtOlV ~ &vfowmv ~ touc; &yyE:A.ouc; XTtoµo: 
E>sou slvm 'Hebrews must read the Scriptures in Greek and in Hebrew. Abrogation of 
(Jewish) tradition. Those who don't acknowledge the (last) judgement, the resurrection, or 
that angels are God's creation'. In case of the rubric of Nov. 146, it would appear, that the 
versions in ICb 2 and the IndReg ultimately draw on the rubric in Theodore's Breviary. 110 

The rubric of Nov. 132 is the final one to be dealt with. It reads in ICb 2: "I0txrnv Kwv
oto:vttvounoA.ttmc; ~ nsQt o:[Qsnxwv. Its counterpart in the Collectio reads: "I8txrnv nsei 
n[otswc; KwvowvnvounoA.f1mc; 'Edict on the faith to the people of Constantinople'. In the 
Breviary, we come across the rubric: "I8 txrnv nset o:lQsttxwv 'Edict on heretics', and in the 
IndReg: Tisei o:tesnxwv. Jn case of the rubric of Nov. 132, then, the phrase Kwvowv
uvounoA.h:mc; seems to indicate, that it is the rubric in the Collectio that underlies the 
rubric in ICb 2; the addition of~ nsQt o:!Qrnxwv may again be explained as an explanatory 
note. 111 In view of all this, the evidence presented by ICb 2 in the fast book of the Basilica 
seems to point to the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum as the ultimate source of the rubrics 
of the Novels in ICb 2, but the evidence is insufficient to draw firm conclusions. 

In order to find conclusive evidence, that it is not the Breviary of Theodore which 
underlies ICb 2 we have to tum away from the firs t book of the Basi lica - at least for the 

107 

108 

109 

110 

I l l 

Cf. the rubric of Nov. 131 in !Cb 2, 38 and 152-153 ; in the Co llectio: SK 654/16-17; in the lndReg: 
Heimbach, Av8xoorn, II , 244; in Theod.: Zachariae, l\v8x8orn, 140. 
Cf. the rubric of Nov. 109 in !Cb 2, 44; in the Collectio: SK 517/2-3; in the lndReg: Heimbach, Avex-
8orn, 11, 243; in Theod.: Zachariae, Av8x8orn, 104. 
Nov. 144 rubr. in !Cb 2, 48 ; in the Collectio: SK 709/2; in Theod.: Zachariae, Av8x8om, 155; in the 
IndReg: Heimbach, Avh801ix, II, 245. 
Cf. Nov. 146 rubr. in ICb 2, 50-5 l: Iket 'E~eix[wv nw~ osi' 1a~ yeix<pa~ &vixytvwoxctV; in the 
lndReg: 01t 8s'l wu~ 'E~eix[ou~ &vixytvwaimv 1a~ yempa~ xixt e\~eix.[01[ (Heimbach, l\v8x8ow, 
II , 245); in the Collectio : SK 71417; in Theod.: Zachariae, Avhoom, 156. On the rubric of Nov. 146 
in !Cb 2 and the Collectio, cf. a lso§ 5 below. 
Nov. 132 rubr. in ICb 2, 53-54; in the Collectio: SK 665/2-3; in Theod.: Zachariae, .t\v8x8om, 143; in 
the IndReg: Heimbach, .i\vsxoow, II , 244. 
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time being. In B. 3, ICb 2 contains the following reference: NE. Qxy' xo:[ vro . QA.(" 7lEQt bt
xA.11mo:o·nxwv otmp6QWV xEtpo:A.o:iwv OtO:lQEotc; 8' xo:t stpE~Yjc; µE:xQt "CYjc; ~E'. 'Novel 123 and 
Novel 137: various ecclesiastical subjects; section 9 and what follows as far as section 
65'. 112 At first sight, this reference does not seem very remarkable. However, we can draw 
one very important conclusion. The joint entry of the two Novels - VE. Q_xy' xo:( vE. QA.(' -
and the oto:tQ_rntc; specification of this entry - oto:[Q_rntc; 8' xo:l stpE~Yjc; µEXQt "CYjc; ~E ' - clearly 
demonstrate, that as far as ICb 2 is concerned, the Novv. 123 and 137 constitute one co
herent textual entity. The IndReg treats these Novels as separate entities. 11

l Theodore did 
the same: his Breviary contains separate summaries of both Nov. 123 and Nov. 137. 11 4 In 
his summary of Nov. 123, Theodore even added a no:Q_o:noµn~ to the summary of Nov. 
13 7: &vciyvw8t "C~v Q.A.(' vwQ_O:v, M.youoo:v, O"Ct A.' s"Cwv ocpdA.Et Elvo:t 6 TIQW~U"CEQ_oc; 'Read 
Novel 137, which states, that the presbyter must be 30 years old'. 115 

There arc, of course, more striking differences between ICb 2 on the one hand and the 
lndReg I Theodore's Breviary on the other. One further example may suffice. It concerns 
Nov. 3, already discussed in § 4.2. On this Novel, ICb 2 observes in B. 3: Ne. y" 7!EQL 100 
wQ_toµEvov clvo:t "COV &Q.t8µov "CWV XAY]Q_txwv "CYjc; µcy6:A.11c; btxA.11oio:c; Kwvowvnvoun6A.Ewc; 
OtO:lQEatc; o:', ~" y'. The lemma IndReg Nov. 3 reads: r" 7!EQl XAY]QlXWV Kwvowvnvou-
7lOAEwc;. Bt~ . y' "CWV Bo:m/,txwv m. W 'Novel 3: clerics of Constantinople. Book 3 of the 
Basilica, title 2'. Finally, we read in the Breviary: Nso:gci y'. TicQl XAY]Qtxwv Kwvowv
"Ctvoun6A.Ewc;. 'Novel 3. Clerics of Constantinople'. 116 ICb 2 transmits a rubric that is far 
more extensive than its counterparts in the IndReg and the Breviary, and, moreover, that 
reveals the essence of the contents of the Novel under discussion. The rubric of Nov. 3 in 
ICb 2 explicitly mentions the restriction of the number of clerics of the Great Church of 
Constantinople, whereas the rubrics in the IndReg and Theod. - which are completely 
identical - only contain a vague reference to clerics of Constantinople. Moreover, ICb 2 
refers to the oto:tQ_fostc; of Nov. 3, while the IndReg only mentions the location of the 
Novel in the Basilica and omits any allusion to its subdivision into oto:tQfoctc;. 

The above is sufficient proof that the ensemble of the Index Reginae and Theodore ' s 
Bre-viary is not the source on which the compilers of ICb 2 drew with respect to the Novel 
part of their index. 

11 2 

Il l 

114 

115 

11 6 

1Cb2, 115-116. 
Cf Heimbach, 1\.vE:x8ow, 11, 244 (lemma of Nov. 123 , consisting of the number and the rubric of the 
Novel, accompanied by detailed 8ttXlQECJt<; specifications referring to B. 3 and B. 4, the former of these 
corresponding exactly with the specification in !Cb 2), and Heimbach, AvE:xoow, II, 245 (lerruna of 
Nov. 137, merely consisting of the rubric of the Novel and a lacuna in stead of the number). 
Theod. 123 (Zachariae, t\v&x8ow, 125-132); Theod. 137 (Zachariae, .t\v&x8ow, 151-152). 
Theod. 123 § 30 i.f. (Zachariae, .t\vE:x8ow, 127). 
JCb 2, 11 7-119; lemma lndReg Nov. 3: Heimbach, AvE:x801a, 11, 237; Theod. 3 rubr.: Zachariae, 'Av
ex801cr, 12. 
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4. 7 The Colleetio Ambrosiana 
In § 4.2, we have already seen, that in establishing the text of a number of Novels, Scholl 
and Kroll could also rely on the testimony of cod. Ambros. L 49 sup .. In actual fact, the 
Novels transmitted by the Ambrosianus constitute a separate co llection, known as the 
Collectio Ambrosiana (CollAmb.). In its original form, this collection contained eleven 
titles, and probably came into existence somewhere between March 545 and May 546. The 
compiler of the collection mainly used texts derived from ecclesiastical law, but he also 
incorporated Novels dealing with for instance matrimonial Jaw and the law of inheritance. 
Some time after Justinian 's death - the precise moment can no longer be specified -, the 
collection was reworked: an unknown revisor added numerous fragments derived from the 
Syntagma of Athanasios of Emesa. This revisor also added three more titles, and devised 
the subdivision of the titles into numbered chapters. 117 

There are two reasons why the compiler(s) of ICb 2 cannot have used the Collectio 
Ambrosiana. First, the number of Novels which occur in both ICb 2 and the Col!Amb. is 
very restricted indeed: of all 49 Novels alluded to in the Basilica index, only six appear in 
the CollAmb., viz. the ovv. 3, 5, 16, 86, 131and133. 118 Second, chapter numbers occur
ring in Novels incorporated into the Co l!Amb. do not belong to the original text of the 
Novel concerned, but owe their existence to the revisor of the Collectio Ambrosiana. 119 

4. 8 The Colleetio XXV eapitulorum and the Colleetio LXXXVJJ eapitulorum 
The next candidates for comparison with the OtO'.tQfoEt<; of the Novels in ICb 2 are two 
small collections, both exclusively containing law concerning ecclesiastical and religious 
matters. It concerns the Collectio XXV capitulorum and the Collectio LXXXVII capitu
lorum. 

The Collectio XXV capitulorum (Coll25) probably served as an appendix to the - not 
extant - Collectio LX titulorum. This appendix contained secular law dealing with eccle
siastical and religious matters: it originally contained 21 randomly selected Greek consti
tutions from the first four titles of the first book of Justinian's Code. Each individual con
stitution made up one chapter of the appendix. The Collectio LX titulorum and its original 
appendix came into existence some time before ea. 550. Somewhat later, four Novels were 
added to the core of the 21 chapters of the appendix: thus originated the Coll25 . 120 

The Collectio LX titulorum is only known via the prologue of its successor and 
substitute, the - still extant - Collectio L titulorum. The latter collection was compiled ea. 

11 7 
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119 

l20 

On the Collectio Ambrosiana, cf. e.g. Troianos, 'Col lectio Ambrosiana', passim, esp. 4 1-43; Noailles, 
Les collections, I, 237-240; Simon I Troianos, Nove!lensyntagma, XVIll ; Van der .Wal, Manuale, XIII. 
Cf. again the Concordance at the end of this article. 
Cf. again Noailles, Les collections, !I, 52. It is the revisor 's subdi vision into chapters that plays its part 
in the case of Nov. 12, referred to inn. 53 above. 
On the Collectio XXV capitulorum, cf. e.g. Van der Wal I Lokin, Delineatio, 52 and 127-1 28; Noail
les, Les collections, I, 228-230; A. Scluninck, ODE, s.v. Collectio 25 capitulorum; Van der Wal, 
Manuale, Xlll n. I I ; edition of the Coll25: Heimbach, ./\vsx801e<, II , 145-201. 
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550 by John Scholastikos, formerly lawyer and priest in Antioch. He was sent to Constan
tinople in order to represent the church of Antioch at the imperial court. After Justinian 's 
death in 565, John became patriarch of Constantinople (John III, 565-577). John Scho
lastikos provided his Collectio L titulorurn with its own appendix. This appendix is known 
as the Collectio LXXXVII capitulorum and contained secular law dealing with eccle
siastical and religious affairs: the Collectio LXXXVII capitulorum (Coll87) consisted of 
87 chapters containing text po11ions from Justinian's Novels. Originally, John had his 
Coll87 - compiled before 565 - circulate separately. After Justinian 's death, John came up 
with a second recension of his Collectio L titulorurn: on this occa-sion, he provided the 
Coll87 with its own rubric and prologue, and added it as an appendix to the 50 titles. Apart 
from the Coll87, John also added the Coll25 to the second recension of his work: it is 
probably also John Scholastikos who added the four Novels to the original core of 21 
chapters of the Coll25. 12 1 

The chapters of both the Coll25 and the Coll87 cannot underly the otmQfoEt<; of the 
Novels in ICb 2. The reasons are of the same nature as those with regard to the Collectio 
Ambrosiana. First, the number of Novels occurring in the Coll25 and in the Coll87 is very 
limited. ICb 2 alludes to 49 Novels: four of those occur in the Coll25, six appear in the 
Coll87. 122 Second, the chapter numbers of the Novels in both the Coll25 and the Coll87 do 
not belong to the original text of the ovel concerned, but owe their existence to John 
Scholastikos. 123 

4.9 The younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes 
Our final candidate for comparison is the collection - or rather, the resume - of the Novels 
used by the younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes. We have already seen, that he can be 
held responsible for the Collectio Tripartita. In the third part of the CollTrip., the 
Enantiophanes simply adopted the first three titles from Athanasios 's Syntagma of 
Justinian's Novels, regarding both text and numbers of titles and constitutions. In the 
Nomocanon XIV titulorurn (and in his notes on the Digest preserved in the Basilica 
scholia), however, he drew on a different source, viz. a resume of the Novels. In the 
Nomocanon, he quoted Novels not epitomized by Athanasios after the numbers and the 
rubrics they carried in this resume. Novels that had been dealt with by Athanasios were 

121 

122 

123 

On all this, and on the Collectio LXXXVIJ capitulorum in particular, cf. e.g. Van der Wal I Lokin, De
lineatio, 52-53 , 60 and 127-128 ; Noailles, Les collections, I, 230-235; A. Schminck, ODB, s.v. Collec
tio 87 capitulorum; Van der Wal, Manuale, XIII n. ll ; editions of the Coll87: Heimbach, Avbc8ow, 
II, 202-234 and 1.8. Pitra, Juris ecclesiastici Graecorum historia et monumenta, II, Rome 1868 (repr. 
Farnsborough l 963), 385-405. l have consulted the former ed ition. 
For the specific details, cf. the Concordance. It should be noted, that in the Concordance chapter 22 of 
the Coll 25 only refers to Nov. 137: !Cb 2 lists this Novel in the same lemma as (and in conjunction 
with) Nov. 123. The latter Novel does not occur in the Coll25; cf. ICb 2, 115-116; Heimbach, .Av€x
oow, II, 180-185. By way of contrast, Nov. 137 is missing in the Authenticum and in the Epitome 
Juliani; cf. SK 695 test. ; Van der Wal, Manuale, 194-195. 
Cf. yet again Noailles, Les collections, I, 52, referring to the Co1187, without mentioning John's name. 
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referred to by the numbers of title and constitution in the latter's Syntagma, but their text 
was derived from the resume. 124 

The resume of the Novels used by the Enantiophanes (Anon.) is based on a collection 
closely related to the collection translated by the antecessor Julian. This appears from the 
fact that the numbers by which the Enantiophanes quotes complete Novels resemble the 
numbers by which Julian refers to complete Novels. The two collections share another 
essential feature: in both collections, the individual chapters of the Novels are numbered in 
an uninterrupted rising sequence throughout the entire resp. collection. 125 On the basis of 
these similarities, Simon, Troianos and WeiJ3 hypothesized, that the Enantiophanes's 
Greek resun1e might be a Greek index written by the same a.ntecessor Julian who compiled 
the Latin index which is known under the title Epitome Juliani. 126 Van der Wal contested 
this view: while admitting that the two series of numbers quoted by the Enantiopha.nes and 
Julian show a good deal of correspondence, he argued, that ilie series of .numbers are far 
from identical. 121 

The collection of Novels underlying the resume used by the Enantiophanes cannot 
have been used by the compilers of ICb 2, for three reasons. First, the number of Novels of 
which we have knowledge is very restricted: ICb 2 alludes to 49 Novels, of which only ten 
occur in the writings of the younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes. Second, of those ten 
Novels, eight are accompanied by numbers that completely differ from those of the Novels 
in ICb 2. 128 Third and finally, as in the case of the (collection underlying the) Epitome 
Juliani, the chapters of the Novels were numbered in an uninterrupted rising sequence, 129 

whereas the oto:tQforn; of the Novels in ICb 2 recommence with number 1 at the beginning 
of a new Novel. 

4.10 Conclusion? 
None of the textual subdivisions occurring in the collections of Novels discussed above 
has enabled us to identify the otatQSaE:li; of the Novels in ICb 2, or determine their origin. 
The combination of the Index Reginae and Theodore's Breviary came closest to a positive 
identification because of the occurrence of otmQfow;; in the IndReg. However, this combi
nation had to be disqualified, too. Does this mean, that we are left with no positive result 
whatsoever? Fortw1ately, that need not be the case. 
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126 

127 

128 

129 

On the younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes and his writings in general, cf. § 3.3 with the notes 27-29 
above. On the collection(s) of Novels used by the Enantiophanes, cf. e.g. Stolte, 'Digest Summa', 53-
54; Van der Wal I Stolte, Colleclio Tripartita, XVIll, XX and XXXIV-XXXV with further references. 

Cf. Van der Wal , Manuale, Xll with n. 5. 
Cf. D. Simon I Sp. Troianos I G. Weill, 'Zurn griechischen Novellenindex des Antecessor Julian', FM 
II ( 1977), 1-29 (4-11). 
Cf. again Van der Wal, Manuale, XII n. 5, under reference to pp. 196-198 (synoptic tables) and Van 
der Wal, ' Enantiophanes'. 
For the spec ific details, cf. again the Concordance. 
Cf. the table compiled by Van der Wal , Manuale, l 98. 
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5. JCb 2 and recension L of the Collectio CLXVJJJ Novellarum: incorporating Justinian 's 
Novels into the text of the Basilica 
The Concordance at the end of this article reveals a complete numerical correspondence 
between the Novels in ICb 2 and the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum, a fact that has sofar 
remained unmentioned. In order to identify the otmQfototi; of the Novels in ICb 2 and 
determine their origin, we have to look into the direction of the Collectio after all. 

In 1981 , Van der Wal published an article dealing with the constitution of the text of 
the Novels in cod. Laurent. plut. 80.4, which has already been referred to in the previous 
paragraph. 130 In its presentation of the text, the latter manuscript strongly deviates from the 
only other manuscript transmitting the entire Collectio, viz. the Marcianus 179. In the 
Laurentianus, the text of the Collectio has been altered by the omision of both complete 
Novels and minor text portions, by modifications and by transpositions of passages from 
one Novel to another. All omissions, modifications and transpositions taken together 
show, that the text of the Collectio has undergone some sort of systematic update, aiming 
at the elimination of useless repetitions and of passages containing rules abrogated by 
more recent Novels: apparently, the author of the text version represented by the 
Laurentianus wanted to produce a compilation that exclusively contained valid rules of 
law. 131 In short, the text version of the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum in cod. Laurent. 
plut. 80.4 represents a separate recension of the Collectio, in what follows to be designated 
as recension L. 

Recension L shows a good deal of conespondence with the Novel part of the text of 
the Basilica: with one exception - Nov. 149 132 -, all Novels omitted from recension L in 
their entirety are missing in the text of the Basilica as well. Moreover, the greater part of 
the modifications can also be observed in the Basilica text, as can the omission of the 
majority of the minor text portions. And last but not least: the transpositions of passages 
from one Novel to another occur likewise in the Basilica. The observation of this high 
degree of correspondence between recension L on the one hand and the text of the Basilica 
on the other is by no means new, of course: it has been noted several times over the last 
450 years or so, and various attempts have been undertaken to explain the correspon
dence.133 In the end, all explanations revolve around the basic question whether or not 

130 

131 

132 
133 

Cf N. van der Wal , ' La version florentine de la Collection des 168 Novelles', TRG 49 (1981), 149-
158; § 4.2 with n. 49 above. 
Cf. Van der Wal, ' La version florentine', 150 and 152. For all the relevant details, cf. pp. 150-151 
(omission of complete Novels; a list of the omitted minor passages occurs in 150 n. 4), 151-152 
(transposition of passages from one Novel to another) and 152 (modifications). It should be noted, that 
Van der Wal's rendering of data is more accurate than that ofNoailles, Les collections, II, l l 7ff.; on 
this issue, cf. Van der Wal, 'La version florentine', 150 n. 4 i.f .. 
On the issue of Nov. 149, cf. Van der Wal, 'La version florentine', 152 n. 7. 
Cf. e.g. Antonio Agustin (1517-1586) ad Nov. 2 in bis edition of Julian's Epitome latina, apud Biener, 
Geschichte, 565, no . 7; Biener, Geschichte, 136 and 151; J.A.B. Mortreuil, Histoire du droit Byzantin 
ou du droit Romain dans !'empire d'Orient, depuis la mart de Justinien jusqu 'a la prise de Constan
tinople en 1453, II , Paris 1844 (repr. Osnabrlick 1966), 115-118; Heimbach, Prolegomena, 133-134; 
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recension L predates the Basilica text, and, thus, whether it is recension L that underlies 
the text of the Novels in the Basilica, or the text of the Basilica that somehow served as 
basis for the adaptation of the text of the Novels as represented in the Laurentianus, or 
even for the compilation of the Laurentianus itself. Scheltema and Van der Wal, partly in 
the wake of Zacharia von Lingenthal, have convincingly shown, that recension L predates 
the Basilica text: for, the most important feature of recension L - transposition of passages 
from one Novel to another - does not only occur in the text of the Basilica, but also in 
those of the Prochiron and the Eisagoge. These two Jaw books date from the reign of Basil 
the Macedonian (867-886), and, thus, precede the Basilica which were compiled during 
the reign of Basil's son and successor Leo the Wise (886-912). 134 In a critical review of 
Van der Wal's article, Simon seems to play down the importance of (Scheltema's and) 
Van der Wal's conclusion by arguing, that nobody would wish to contradict him in his 
observation that Antonio Agustin's hypothesis is untenable: according to this hypothesis, a 
lawyer from the post-Basilica era would have modified recension L on the basis of those 
Basilica. Simon qualifies this hypothesis by present-day standards as grotesque. 135 Be that 
as it may, it is important to emphasize the above conclusion, if only because regarding the 
text of the Novels - including its variant readings and testimonies - we have to rely on the 
standard edition of the Collectio CLXVIII Novellarum, published by SchOll and Kroll in 
1894. The preface of this edition fails to make any reference to the discussion concerning 
the relation between recension Land the Basilica text. To make things even worse, in their 
apparatus of testimonies Scholl and Kroll repeatedly observe, that particular details of the 
text of the Novels in the Laurentianus originate from the text of the Novels in the 

134 

135 

C.E. Zachariae a Lingenthal , Imp. Justiniani pp. A. Novellae quae vocantur sive constitutiones quae 
extra Codicem supersunt ordine chronologico digestae, 2 vols., Leipz ig 1881, praefatio, p. vi; Noail
les, Les collections, JI, 124-1 30. 
Cf. H.J. Scheltema, ' 1. Korreferat zu P.J. Zepos, 'Die byzantinische Jurisprudenz zwischen Justinian 
und den Basiliken", in: Berichte zum XI. lnternationalen Byzantinisten-Kongrej3, Mi.inchen 1958. 
Korreferate, Mi.inchen 1958, 35-41 (37). For the exact details, cf. Van der Wal, 'La version florentine', 
153-155. On the (recently disputed) dating of both the Prochiron and the Eisagoge, cf. Schminck, 
Studien, 14-15 and 62-107; Th.E. van Bochove, To Date and Not to Date. On the Date and Status of 
Byzantine Law Books, Groningen 1996, 7-8 1. 
Cf. D. Simon, 'Yorn Leid der Textkritik', RJ 1 (1982), 23-26 (24): 'Der Umstand, daJ3 diese Textum
forrnungen· auch in den Novellenstellen beobachtet werden konnen, welche in di e Basiliken aufge
norrunen wurden, hat im 16. Jh. (Antonius Augustinus (read: Hombergk zu Yach; cf. Noailles, Les col
lections, II, 128)) zu der These geftllui, die Version L sei nach dem Muster der Basiliken von einem 
Juristen der Nach-Basiliken-Zeit mod ifiziert worden. Eine heute grotesk anmutende These, woran auch 
der Umstand, dall Biener, Heimbach und Noailles sie flir diskutabel hielten, nichts andert. Wenn v.d.W. 
also, unter Akzentuierung eines Arguments, we lches schon Zachariae von Lingenthal angeftihrt hat -
die vor den Basiliken liegenden makedonischen Gesetzbiicher (Epanagoge (= Eisagoge) I Prochiron) 
haben in ihren Novellenexzerpten jene Umformungen ebenfal ls - die Augustinus-These ftlr erledigt 
erklart, wird ilun keiner widersprechen wollen '. 
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Basilica. 136 In short, Schall and Kroll suggest, that the Basilica text underlies recension L. 
And that is certainly not the case. 

It is recension L that underlies the Novel part of ICb 2: the Basilica index contains clear 
indications to that effect. Before the evidence can be put forward, however, one important 
preliminary remark has to be made: the following starts from the premise that the ultimate 
exemplar of ICb 2 precedes the compilation of the text of the Basilica. 137 

First, then, there is the case of Nov. 146. The lemma of this Novel in lCb 2 occurs in 
B. 1 and reads: Ne. Qµc;- " ni::Qi 'E~(?cdwv m~c; od Tac; YQO:tpac; &vo:ytvwmmv.138 The rubric in 
this lemma is completely identical with its counterpart in recension L: in cod. Laurent. 
plut. 80.4, the rubric of Nov. 146 reads: DEQl 'E~Qo:[wv m7Jc; oi::T 1&.c; yQo:tp&.c; &vo:ytvwcr
xi::tv.139 As this form of the rubric occurs in no other collection of Novels, we have a clear 
indication that the rubric of Nov. 146 in ICb 2 ultimately originates from recension L. 

Second, we have already seen, that ICb 2 deals with the Novv. 123 and 137 as one co
herent textual entity: the index mentions these Novels in a joint entry, and provides them 
with one oto:tQEatc; specification. The relevant entry occurs in B. 3, 1 and reads: Ni::. QXy' 
xo:t ve. QA.~ ' · ni::Ql ExxA.rimo:anxwv oto:tp6Qwv xi::tpo:A.o:[wv oto:tQi::mc; 8' xo:l EtfJE~~c; µexgt 1~c; 

~i::'. 140 Apart from the Basilica text, recension L is the only source in which conflation of 
the text bodies of the Novv. 123 and 137 is found: in fact, it belongs to the above men
tioned category of transpositions and, thus, to the most impo1iant feature of recension L. 14 1 

With regard to the Novel part of his index, the compiler of the ultimate exemplar ofICb 2 
has evidently consulted a copy of recension L. It would seem, that this copy somehow 
enabled the compiler (or compilers) of the index to recognize the existence of two 
different Novels (123 and 137) in the conflated state of the text: the copy may have 
contained a scholion providing the relevant information. 142 

136 

1)7 

138 

139 

140 

14 1 

142 

Cf. e.g. SK 28 test. ad Nov. 5, c. I: 'cap. I habent B 4, 1, I (inde Lin nov. 123 post cap. 33 , ... )'; SK 17 
test. ad Nov. 2, c. 5: ' cap. V (- Ot<XXf!LV<XVTl 30) insertum nov. 91,2 extat in B 28, 13, l et inde in L'; SK 
554 test. ad Nov. 117, c. 5: '( ... ). Eadem excerpta cum parte novellae Lill c. 6 contaminata extant B 
28, 12 ( .. . ), unde ea reliqua parte huius capitis omissa repetiit L', and so on. Cf. also Van der Wal , 'La 
version florentine', 154. 
I will retu rn to thi s issue shortly; for the time being, cf. Van Bochove, ' Index titulorum ', § 9 . 
ICb 2, 50-51 ; on Nov. 146 in !Cb 2, cf. also § 4.6 above. 
Cf. SK 714 app. ad I. 7 TCEQt 'E~Q<X[wv . 
!Cb 2, 115-116; cf. also § 4.6 with the notes 112-113 above. 
For the specific details, cf. Van der Wal , 'La version florentine', 151 no. 5; SK 593-625 test. and 695 
test.; cf. also Noailles, Les collections, II , 122. 
It should be noted, that such a scholion is miss ing in cod. Laurent. plut. 80.4; cf. SK 593 -625 test. and 
app. ad Nov. 123 , and SK 695-699 test. and app. ad Nov. 137. The Basilica manuscripts - including the 
recently publ ished scholia on B. 3,1,8 and 9 - lack the relevant information as well; cf. BT 83- 103 app. 
ad B. 3,1,8-48; BT 112-118 app. ad B. 4,1,2-16; B.H. Sto lte, 'Of nomoi and kanones. Notes on Codex 
Vaticanus Graecus 2645', SG VI (1999), 12 1-126 (§ Ill, pp. 122-126). Despite this, Byzantine lawyers 
knew, that Nov. 123 had been altered considerably by Nov. 137; cf. e.g. Athanasios 's remark added to 
Athan. 1,2,9 (Simon I Troianos, 24/17-18). Cf. al so Theodore Balsamon 's comment on Nomoc. 1,28 
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Our third and final piece of evidence, produced by Nov. 17, is less unequivocal. In ICb 2, 
the lemma of Nov. 17 occurs in B. 6,3 and reads: NE. t~'· REQt ncxQayyEA.µ<hwv &Qx6vcwv Yj 
CSA.11 vEcxQ<X. 'Novel 17: instructions for governors; the entire Novel' .143 In the Collectio, the 
rubric of this Novel reads: Mandata principis ' Imperial mandates'. In the Marcianus, this 
rubric is rendered as osµcxvMw RQlXtmo, in the Laurentianus (f. 27v) as TIT ANSAT A 
PRINCIPIS ncxQcxyyEA.µcxw &Qx6v1wv. The corresponding rubrics of the Novel in the 
Authenticum, Athanasios's Syntagma, Theodore's Breviary, and the Index Reginae all use 
the term mandata, either in Latin or in Greek transcript: 144 the explanatory note added to 
the rubric in the Laurentianus is the only source to come up with the term n<XQcxyy8A.µcxw . 
The compiler of the ultimate original of ICb 2 may have consulted a copy of recension L 
already containing that note, but it is equally possible that he 'invented ' the explanation 
himself and used it as rubric for Nov. 17. 

The above may suffice to demonstrate, that recension L underlies the Novel part of 
ICb 2. We have started our line of reasoning with the premise that the ultimate exemplar 
of ICb 2 predates the compilation of the text of the Basilica. The following remarks serve 
to put thi s matter into the right perspective. In I. 97, ICb 2 mentions C. 1,16 as constituent 
part of B. 2,6. However, the text of the Basilica itself omits thi s Codex title. How is this to 
be explained? C. 1,16 deals with decrees of the senate. Now, in his 781

h Novel, emperor 
Leo the Wise deprived senatorial decrees of their legal force . Fiigen has convincingly 
shown that Leo the Wise promulgated his Novels concurrently and in conjunction with the 
genesis of the text of the Basilica. 145 Nov. Leon. 78 is one of the many cases in which a 
Novel of Leo led to an adjustment in the Basilica text: it is this Novel that caused the 
omission of C. 1,16. On this ground, it has been concluded that Leo 's Novel can be 
regarded as the terminus ante quern for the dating of the ultimate original of ICb 2, 
including its reference to C. 1, 16: the core of the text of ICb 2 predates Nov. Leon. 78 
which was issued between 886 and 899. In its turn, this dating forms the basis for the 
identification of the nature of the ultimate original of ICb 2: the text of the index is a 
remnant of an editorial list that indicated which provisions from Justinian's legislation 
were to make up the titles of the Basilica, and that was compiled prior to the actual text of 
the Basilica. 146 In shmt, there is ample reason to believe, that the ultimate exemplar of ICb 
2 predates the compilation of the text of the Basilica. What all this comes down to is, that 
the dating of ICb 2 itself can be regarded as a further terminus ante quern for the dating of 

143 

144 

145 

14G 

(RhP I, 67/8-9); on this comment in general, cf. B.H. Stolte, 'Balsamon and the Basilica', SG Ill 
(!989), 115-125 (!20-121and124). 
!Cb 2, 205-206. 
For all this, cf. SK 117/12 and app. ad Joe.; for the rubric in the IndReg, cf. Heimbach, 1\vi:xoow, II, 
238; on the rubric in Julian 's Epitome latina, cf. n. 69 above. 
For this, cf. M.Th. fogen, 'Legislation und Kodifikation des Kaisers Leon VI. ', SG Ill (1989), 23-35. 
For all this, cf. Van Bochove, ' Index titulorum', 14-16 with the notes 58-70 (§ 9) . On the nature ofTCb 
2, cf. also§ 1 of the latter anicle, and §§ 1-2 of the present article. 
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recension L. As such, it can be added to the termini refened to by Zacharia von 
Lingenthal, Scheltema and Van der Wal, viz. the Prochiron and the Eisagoge. 

The dating of the ultimate original of ICb 2 to the later ninth century, the nature of the 
index and the conclusion that recension L underlies its Novel part finally bring us back to 
the issue of the phrase otix[Qwtc;. As recension L is the source of the Novels in ICb 2, the 
division into OtlXlQEaEtc; must be connected with that recension. But in what way? § 4.2 
above has shown, that the fragmentary division into chapters which occw-s in cod. Laurent. 
plut. 80.4 does not match the division into otlXlQGaEtc;. We can only conclude, that the 
compiler(s) of the archetype of ICb 2 used a copy of recension L in which the text of the 
Novels was subdivided into 8tmQfostc;. It may have been a copy written in uncial script, 
but this can - sadly enough - never be proved. What the ot<XtQEaEtc; exactly looked like 
remains a mystery. Their beginnings may have been marked by numbers in view of the 
fact that the otmQfoEtc; in ICb 2 are accompanied by numbers. However, it is equally 
possible that these numbers owe their genesis to the compiler(s) of the ultimate original of 
ICb 2, in that they added the numbers to an already existing thematic subdivision of the 
text based on the contents of the Novels concerned. 147 Be that as it may, the compilers of 
the Basilica consulted a copy of recension L in which the text of the individual Novels was 
subdivided into otlXlQEaEtc;. The compilers used this manuscript in two ways: first, they 
scrutini zed its contents in order to select the individual (parts of) Novels for their editorial 
list, of which ICb 2 is a remnant. Second, while being guided by this editorial list, they had 
the text of the Novel part of their new compilation of laws (viz. the Basilica) copied from 
this manuscript. 

The conclusion that a copy of recension L underlies both the ultimate original of ICb 2 and 
the text of the Basilica enables us to shed new light on a highly complicated set of 
problems concerning the Novel part of the first book of the Basilica. 

In § 4.6 above, we have observed that Zacharia von Lingenthal - conectly - identified 
the Index Reginae as an index of rubrics of the Breviary of Theodore of Hermoupolis, and 
that this index guided him in his resti tution of the Novel part of B. l. For, Zacharia almost 
inevitably identified the term otix[Qwtc; in the lndReg as a reference to the Breviary, 
whereas he regarded the phrase ~ OAYJ VEIXQ& as an allusion to the original text of the 

ovels of Justinian. On this basis, he adopted text units from the Breviary in those cases 
where the IndReg uses the term otix[Qwtc; (Novv. 37 and 131); where the lndReg comes up 
with the phrase ~ of.ri VEIXQ6: (Novv. 109, 146 and 132), Zacharia incorporated the original 
text of the Novels into his reconstructed version. We have already seen, that the line of 

147 The Index Reginae conta ins an indication for the ex istence of such a textua l subdi vision with respect to 
content. In lemma lndReg Nov. 162 (Heimbach, l\.vE:x80-r1X, II, 246), the accompanying note mentions 
the section on donations: Bt~. µ(' n-r. IX, xsyi. ~'· 8t1Xtf)Eotc; 11sei OWfiEWV ' Book 47 (of the Basilica), 
tit le 1, chapter 7: section on donations'. 
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reasoning underlying Zacharia's restitution of B. 1 is ultimately based on the assumption 
that the phrases oto:tQWtc:; and ~ oA.11 VWQrX in the IndReg denote different works. As such, 
it has proved to be untenable: in its lemma of Nov. 12, the IndReg itself clearly shows, that 
the terms under discussion refer to one and the same textual entity. Without being 
substantiated, the suggestion has been made that in the IndReg, in the notes indicating 
which (parts of) Novels occur in which book and title of the Basilica, the terms oto:iQwt<;; 

and~ oA.11 VEO:QrX both allude to the full text of the Novels of Justinian. With regard to B. 1, 
this suggestion can now be substantiated on the basis of ICb 2. While refen-ing to the first 
book of the Basilica, both the IndReg and ICb 2 come up with a rubric of Nov. 146. The 
rubric of this Novel in the IndReg originates from Theodore's Breviary, its counterpart in 
ICb 2 was taken from recension L. Or to be more precise: it is exactly in the Novel part of 
B. 1 that ICb 2 reveals its first firm piece of evidence that recension L underlies the Novel 
part of this Basilica index. Thus, ICb 2 connects the phrases oto:t(?Wt<;; and ~ OAi'J VEO:QrX 

with recension L. 148 

Despite this, we still encounter Theodore's Breviary in the first book of the Basilica: 
ICb 2 lists the Novv. 37 and 42 - both being accompanied by numbered oto:tQfoet<; -, while 
providing them with rubrics identical to those in the Breviary. 149 The two manuscripts 
handing down the text of B. 1 confirm this picture: both the Coislinianus 151 (ff. 43v_44r, 
44v resp.) and the Parisinus 1352 (ff. 5", 6' (?) resp.) 150 transmit the relevant text portions 
from the Novv. 37 and 42 in the version of Theodore. The presence of the relevant parts of 
Theodore's summary of Nov. 37 in the text of the Basilica can easily be explained. In the 
course of his reign, Justinian issued a number of Novels in Latin, a language that even in 
his own day was all but incomprehensible to his Greek speaking subjects. Even though 
these Latin Novels did belong to the original Collectio CLXVIll Novellarum, they were 
soon substituted by Greek summaries: it is in this form that the Collectio is handed down 
by our manuscripts, the Marcianus 179 and the Laurent. plut. 80.4. 151 The above is exactly 
what happened in the case of Nov. 37. Justinian promulgated this Latin Novel in the year 
535. It was incorporated into the original Collectio, but at a moment which can no longer 
be specified, the Latin original was replaced by its Greek counterpart from Theodore's 
Breviary. In this version, Nov. 3 7 finally reached the text of the Basilica. But this is not the 
complete sto1y. Of the two manuscripts transmitting the Collectio, the Laurentianus is the 

148 

149 

150 

151 

Further evidence for this is, of course, to be found in the joint entry of the Novv. 123 and 137 in !Cb 2. 
Cf. ICb 2, 36-37 and 41 -42; Zachariae, J\vi:x8010:, 50 and 55. 
On cod. Coisl. gr. 151 , cf. again n. 1 above; on cod. Paris. gr. 1352, cf. n. 94 above. It should be noted, 
that the Parisinus does not transmit the text of Theod. 42 § 2 in its main text on f 6'. However, f. 5• 
does hand down several paragraphs of Theod. 37 in the left margin. For this reason, Theod. 42 § 2 
probably occurs in the margin of f. 6', even though I have been unable to verify this, as the margin of 
the fo lio is badly damaged by humidity and barely readable on the microfilm consulted. BT 9 test. ad 
B. l,1,50 testifies to the presence ofTheod. 42 § 2 in the Parisinus (P). 
On the omission of Latin Novels from the Collectio, and their substitution by Greek summaries 
(Theodore or Athanasios) in general, cf. for instance Van der Wal, 'La version florentine', 149; Noail
les, Les collections, I, 124, 179 and 182; Yan der Wal I Lokin, De/ineatio, 58-59. 
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only one to hand down the text of Nov. 37 in the version ofTheodore. 152 This fact alone 
again points into the direction of an ancestor of the Laurentianus as the underlying source 
of the Novel part of the text of the Basilica. On the understanding that in ICb 2, as in the 
Index Reginae, the phrases OtO'.tQEOt<; and ~ of.11 vmQO'. refer to text bodies originating from 
one and the same source, Theod. 37 must have reached the text of the Basilica via a 
prototype of cod. Laurent. plut. 80.4, viz. the copy of recension L: incorporation of Theod. 
37 directly from the Breviary into the text of the Basilica is extremely unlikely, if only for 
reasons of economy. The side by side occurrence of the phrases OtO'.lQEat<; and~ OAYJ VEO'.QO'. 

in ICb 2 rather indicates, that the compilers of the Basilica consulted one, and only one 
manuscript transmitting Novels of Justinian in whatever version. If this holds true, one 
might expect that the terms OtO'.lQEat<; and ~ OAYJ VEO'.QO'. can both be applied 
indiscriminately to Theodore's Breviary and the full text of the Novels of Justinian. And 
this is indeed the case. The term OtO'.l(!rntc; in the reference to Nov. 37 in ICb 2 can be 
taken to indicate a text portion from the Breviary originating from the manuscript 
transmitting recension L, 153 whereas the appearance of OtcxtQEaEt<; in the joint entry of the 
Novv. 123 and 137 in ICb 2 clearly connects the term with the full text of Justinian's 
Novels in the same copy of recension L. The phrase ~ OAYJ VEO'.f!O'. in the lemma of Nov. 
146 in ICb 2 evidently designates the full text of the Justinian Novel in recension L. ICb 2 
does not contain the phrase ~ of.11 VEIXQO'. denoting the Breviary: for this, we have to tum to 
another partial index of the Basilica, viz. IPc. This index occurs in cod. Paris . gr. 1349, on 
the ff. lr-6v, and covers B. 45 - B. 50. 154 IPc designates the entire Nov. 36 as constituent 
part of the text of B. 45,6. On f. 2r, in I. 8, the Parisinus transmits the following note: fket 
TWV ev Atpgtx'ii OlO'.OOXUlV ~ OAYJ VEIXQO'.' VE. Ac;' . Kstp. w. 'Successors in Africa, the entire 
Novel; Nov. 36. Chapter 2 (viz. of title 6 of book 45 of the Basilica)'. The rubric in this 
lemma in TPc is identical with the rubric of Theod. 36. Justinian issued his 36th Novel in 
Latin: as such, it became part of the original Collectio, but was soon substituted by the 
Greek summary from Theodore's Breviary, and in this version it finally ended up in the 

152 

153 

[54 

Cf. SK 244 test.: 'Nov. XXXVII ( ... ) Latine tantum extat. - Epit. Theod. 37 (inde Let B. 1,1, 49-52), 
( ... )'. On the absence of Theod. 37 in the Marcianus and its presence in the Laurentianus, cf. also 
Noailles, Les collections, II , 30-31 and 117-118. 
The presence of minor text units from Theodore's Breviary in the copy of recension L and their 
designation by the term OtO:tQECH<; allows us to shed some new light on the external appearance of the 
actual text of the Breviary in cod. Athon. Msylan1 Art.6Qo: 8 65. As we have seen, the latter 
manuscript transmits the text of the summaries of the Novels in the Breviary with a subdivision into 
smaller sections whose beginnings are marked by protrusion of the first letter of the first word, while 
no:eo:noµno:i mark the end of the individual sections; cf. § 4.6 with the notes 86-87. The occurrence of 
minor text portions (read: sections) from the Breviary in the copy of recension L - which must have 
existed prior to the late ninth century - makes it quite possible, that the subdivision of the text of the 
Breviary in the Athonensis (dating from the first half of the eleventh century) originates from Theodore 
himself. It should be added, that the compilers of the Basilica naturally did not find Theodore's 
mxeo:noµno:[ in their copy of recension L. 
On !Pc, cf. Van Bochove, ' Index titulorum', 3 with n. 10; Van Bochove, To Date and Not to Date, 185 
n. 63. On the Parisinus 1349, cf. n. 88 above. 
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text of the Basilica. Again, the Laurenti anus is the only manuscript handing down Theod. 
36 instead of the original Latin Nov. 36. 155 Once more, a text portion from the Breviary 
must have reached the Basilica text via the copy of recension L. Ipso loco, the Basilica text 
does indeed contain Theod. 36 in its entirety. 156 Thus, while using the phrase~ oA.ri vco:QiX, 

IPc refers to a text portion from Theodore ' s Breviary as it must have been present in the 
copy of recension L. In short, two partial indices of the Basilica - ICb 2 and IPc -
demonstrate, that the phrases OtlXlQEat<; and ~ oA.ri VCO:QiX can both denote texts from 
Theodore' s Breviary as well as from the full text of the Novels of Justinian as represented 
in recension L. The side by side occunence of the terms under discussion in ICb 2, 
combined with the important conclusion on the basis of the lemma IndReg Nov. 12 -
oto:[Qsat<; and ~ oA.ri vsixQiX alluding to one and the same textual entity -, makes it highly 
likely, that all the relevant text portions from the Breviary and the full text of the Novels 
originated from one and the san1e manuscript, viz. a copy of recension L. Sadly enough, 
this manuscript did not survive: likely as its existence may have been, it remains 
conjectrne. So much for the reference to Nov. 37 (and related matters) in ICb 2. 

But what about the occurrence of Nov. 42 in the version of Theodore in both ICb 2 
and the text of the Basilica? Justinian issued this Novel - dating from the year 536 - in 
Greek, and it is transmitted by both the Marcianus and the Larnentianus, so the presence of 
Theod. 42 § 2 in the Basilica text and the clear reference to the Breviary in ICb 21n cannot 
be explained along the same lines as in the case of Nov. 37. There seems to be only one 
logical explanation: for some unknown reason, the copy ofJ;ecension L that was used by 
the compilers of the ultimate original of ICb 2 and the Basilica text, handed down Nov. 42 
in the version from Theodore's Breviary instead of Justinian's own original Greek Novel. 
This explanation is less far-fetched than it may appear at first sight. For, the above copy of 
recension L need not necessarily have contained exactly the same text body as cod. 
Laurent. plut. 80.4. Attention has already been drawn to Nov. 149: the Laurentianus omits 
this Novel, but it does occur in the text of the Basilica, viz. in B. 6,3,42-45. 158 Is it too bold 
to venture the suggestion that Nov. 149 did occur in the copy ofrecension L underlying the 
Novel part of the Basilica text, but for some unknown reason got lost in the course of the 
transmission, and is thus lacking in the Laurentianus 80.4? 
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158 

Cf. SK 243 test.: 'Nov. XXXVl ( ... ) Latine tantum extat. - Epit. Theod. 36 (inde Let B. 45,6,2), ( .. )'; 
cf. also Noailles , Les collections, !I, 30-31 and 117-118. 
Cf. B. 45,6,2 (BT 2115/ 19-24) and Theod. 36(Zachariae, 1\ v£x8ow, 50). 
Cf. SK 263 test.:' ov. XL! ! ( ... ) Graece extat in ML, ( ... )'; presence in B. 1: BT 911-2, SK 266 test. ; 
reference in the index: !Cb 2, 41-42. 
On the omission of Nov. 149 from the Laurentianus, cf. SK 723 test.; Noailles, Les collections, II, 120; 
Van der Wal , ' La version florentine ', 150. On the presence of the Novel in the Basilica text, cf. Van 
der Wal, 'La version florentine', 152 n. 7. Nov. 149 is to be found in BT 187/19-189/17; interestingly, 
it is only handed down by the Cois linian us 15 1: the Parisinus 1352 omits the chapters 42-45; cf. BT 
187 app. ad II. 19 and 29, 188 app. ad 11. 11 and 31. The presence of Nov. 149 in the Basilica text is 
explicitly attested by the lndReg and !Cb 2; cf. Heimbach, J\.v£x8o-i:a, 11, 245 and !Cb 2, 207-208. 
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The conclusion that a copy of recension L underlies the Novel part of lCb 2 and the 
Basilica text, has also consequences for both Zacharia's reconstructed version of the Novel 
part of B. 1, and the corresponding text handed down by the manuscripts. 

On more than one occasion we have seen, that Zacharia restituted the text of the 
Novel part of B. 1 mainly on the basis of the Index Reginae, departing from the - tacit and 
incorrect - premise that the phrases ow.lQEot<; and ~ oA.ri VECXQcX in that index allude to 
different literary works. With regard to the Novv. 37 and 131 , he adopted the versions 
from Theodore's Breviary, because the IndReg refers to those Novels while using the term 
otCXtQEOt<;. For the Novv. 109, 146 and 132, he used the original text, because in those cases 
the IndReg comes up with the phrase ~ oA.ri VCIXQcX. Of the two manuscripts directly 
transmitting the text of B. I, 159 cod. Coisl. gr. 151 presents the following texts in the Novel 
part of the first book of the Basilica: on ff. 43v_44', we read all the relevant paragraphs 
from Theod. 37; ff. 44riv read Nov. 131(SK662/28-663/31); on f. 44v, we read Theod. 42 
§ 2; ff. 44v _45v read Nov. 109 (SK 517/15-519/35); ff 45v _46v read Nov. 144 (SK 709/11-
710/23); ff. 46v_47v read Nov. 146 (SK 715/13 -717/23); finally, f. 47v reads Nov. 132 (SK 
665/7-666/3). It appears, that with the exception of the Novv. 37 and 42, all texts in the 
Coislinianus originate from the full text of the Novels of Justinian. The presence of Theod. 
37 in the Basilica text has been accounted for, the occurrence of Theod. 42 can be 
explained by assuming that the copy of recension L underlying the Novel part of the 
Basilica somehow contained Theodore's summary of the Novel instead of the full text. Of 
Nov. 131, the Coislinianus presents the text portion corresponding with chapter fomieen 
from the Schall I Kroll edition. 16° Finally, the Novv. 109, 144, 146 and 132 are quoted in 
their entirety, with omission of (parts of) their prefaces and epilogues, which is usually the 
case in the text of the Basilica. In its Novel part of B. 1, ICb 2 (ll. 35-54) refers to the same 
seven Novels which make their appearence in the Coislinianus: the index uses the term 
otcxtQEOt<; in connection with the Novv. 37, 131 and 42, and the phrase (~) oA.ri (vscxQci) in 
connection with the Novv. 109, 144 and 146; Nov. 132 lacks a specification. ICb 2 clearly 
alludes to the Novv. 37 and 42 in the version of Theodore, but this issue has already been 
clarified. Again on the understanding that in ICb 2, as in the Index Reginae, the phrases 
otcx[Qrnt<; and ~ Q),'1 VCIXQcX refer to text bodies originating from one and the same source -
viz. the copy of recension L -, we can conclude, that in its Novel part of the first book of 
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Cod. Paris. gr. 1352 should be disregarded, as it hands down on ly tiny scraps of text, even though these 
rragments do originate :!Tom all the Novels that make up the Novel part of B. 1: on f. 5v, we read al l the 
relevant rragments :!Tom Nov. 37 in the version of Theodore; ff. 5v/6' read Nov. 131 (starting with SK 
662/28ff., directly followed by Theod. 131 § 2 1-25); f. 6' reads Theod. 42 § 2 (?; cf. n. 150 above), 
Nov. 109 (starting with SK 518/23-25, followed by fragments from an unknown ve rsion), Nov. 144 
(SK 709/11-13), Nov. 146 (SK 715/13-17) and Nov. 132 (SK 665-666, partially omitted); for all this, 
cf. also BT 8-14 app .. 
In actual fact, this is the only difference between Zacharia ' s restitution of the Nove l part of B. I and the 
text version presented by the Coislinianus: Zacharia quoted Nov. 131 in the version of Theodore, 
whereas the Coislinianus transmits the full text of the Novel. 
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the Basilica, ICb 2 shows complete correspondence with the text version presented by cod. 
Coisl. gr. 151. 16 1 

The combination of ICb 2 with its use of the phrases otcxtQrnti; and ~ oA.11 vccxQ6:, and 
the text version of the Novel part of B. I presented by the Coislinianus renders Zacharia 
von Lingenthal 's restitution of the Novel part of B. I simply superfluous. Moreover, the 
same combination also shows, that, at least as far as the Novel part of B. 1 is concerned, 
cod. Coisl. gr. 151 does hand down the true, authentic Basilica text after all. 162 For the 
Novel part of B. 1, the compilers of the Basilica followed exactly the same method of 
working as for any other Novel part of whatever Basilica title : first, they scrutinized the 
contents of their copy of recension L in order to select the individual (parts of) Novels for 
their editorial list; second, while being guided by this list, they had the text of the Novel 
part of the first book of the Basilica copied straight from this manuscript. 

One question still remains: is it possible to come up with a satisfactory explanation for the 
use of the phrases otcx[gsmi; and ~ bA.ri vscxQ6: in the notes on the Novels in the Index 
Reginae? As we have seen in § 4.6, these notes indicate which (parts of) Novels occur in 
which book and title of the Basilica. While correctly identifying the IndReg as an index of 
rubrics of Theodore's Breviary, Zacharia hypothesized, that the author of the notes in the 
IndReg used the Breviary rather than the Collectio CLXVIII Novel!arum in order to 
indicate if and where a Novel occurred in the text of the Basilica. In its turn, this 
hypothesis almost inevitably led him to his untenable point of view that the term 8tcx[gsmi; 
would allude to the Breviary, whereas the phrase ~ oA.11 vccxg& would refer to the full text 
of Justinian' s Novels. 

On the one hand , it is clear, that the notes on the Novels in the IndReg must have been 
written after the compilation of the text of the Basilica: in the notes, we come across the 
phrase 068€ cxu-r11 XElcCXl which indicates that the Novel to which the note belongs, is 
lacking in the text of the Basilica. On the other hand, the use of the phrases otcx[gsati; and ~ 

oA.11 vccxQ& in the notes in the IndReg suggests a strong correspondence between these 
notes and an index titulorum of the Basilica of the same nature as ICb 2. In view of this, 
the fo llowing explanation may be put forward: some time after the genesis of the text of 
the Basilica, the author of the notes which have come down to us via the IndReg wanted to 
know if, and where individual Novels of Justinian occurred in the text of Leo the Wise's 
new compilation of laws: the Basilica. For his purposes, the author worked on the basis of 
an already existing index of rubrics of Theodore's Breviary: a prototype of the IndReg 

161 

162 
With the sole exception ofNov. 132, because !Cb 2 lacks a specification in its lemma of this Novel. 
In this matter, I thus agree with the Heimbach brothers, while disagreeing with Schm inck who argued, 
that in B. J (and elsewhere, too) the text presented by the Coislinianus would correspond with the text 
of Basil the Macedonian 's "Forty Books", referred to in the preface to the Eisagoge; for all th is, cf. 
Schminck, Studien, 52-53 (inc luding ful l references to the relevant literature written by the Heimbach 
brothers). 
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without the notes. 163 For the compilation of his notes on the individual Novels, the author 
probably consulted an existing index titulorum of the Basilica of the same nature as ICb 2, 
simply adopted references to Novels from that index and incorporated them into his 
notes. 164 Thus, the phrases OllXtQEO'ls and ~ b/...11 VEIXQO'. in the notes on the individual Novels 
in the IndReg do not refer to Theodore's Breviary, but to the original Collectio (recension 
L), even though these notes are added to an index of rubrics of Theodore 's Breviary. This 
explanation is not exactly new: basically, we owe it to Heimbach. 165 

6. Summary 
Three testimonies from Byzantine legal literature - viz. the work of Garidas, Athanasios ' s 
Syntagma of Justinian's Novels and a note on the Digest written by the Enantiophanes -
show, that the phrase OllXtQEO'ls can very well denote an individual text unit of restricted 
size, i.e. a section or paragraph. 

Both the term OldtQEals and the phrase ~ 0/...11 vsixQO'. in the references to the Novels of 
Justinian in ICb 2 pertain to the text of the Novels in a copy of recension L of the Collectio 
CLXVIII Novellarum: all other collections of Novels, in whatever fonn they have come 
down to us, disqualify. The term OllXtQEOls in ICb 2 denotes a section, i.e. a text unit of 
restricted but otherwise indeterminable size, within the text of the Novels: in the copy of 
recension L, the Novels were evidently subdivided into smaller text portions. The 
individual otmQfoEts may have been numbered, but it is equally possible, that the numbers 
were added by the compilers of the text of the Basilica. They used this, and only this, copy 
of recension L for the compilation of the Novel part of the text of the Basilica. The 
compilers first scrutinized the contents of the manuscript in order to select the individual 
(parts of) Novels for their editorial list, of which the ultimate original of ICb 2 is a 
remnant. Next, while being guided by this list, they had the text of the Novel part of the 
Basilica copied straight from the same manuscript. 

The copy of recension L also underlies the Novel part of the first book of the Basilica: 
for this part, the compilers of the Basilica followed exactly the same method of working as 

163 

164 

165 

The entire Index Reginae - viz. the combination of the index of rubrics of the Breviary and the notes on 
the ind ividual Novels - is transmitted in cod. Paris. gr. 1349. This manuscript dates from the eleventh 
century; cf. again n. 88 above. This dating does not argue in favour of the possibility of the entire Index 
Reginae in the Parisinus being an autograph of the author of the notes, though the poss ibility cannot be 
excluded. 
Both the Index Coislinianus (!Cb) and !Cb 2 are handed down by cod. Coisl. gr. 151 , dating from the 
first half of the fo urteenth century; cf. once more § I with n. I above. Naturally, this dating precludes 
the possibility of direct use of !Cb I !Cb 2 by the author of the notes in the Index Reginae . Moreover, 
even though the notes in the Index Reginae show a good deal of correspondence with !Cb I !Cb 2, there 
are also numerous differences; on this, cf. again § 4.6 above, passim. 
Cf. Heimbach, Av£xoorn, II, p. LXVTil: 'Ex his, quae in medium protulimus, fortasse et de horum 
scholiorum origine constare poterit. Sunt enim, ni fallor, ex Basilicorum tabula, qualem Codex 
Coislinianus CLJ. habet (v iz. the Index Coislinianus), deducta ad unum onm ia. ( ... )'. 
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for any other Novel part of whatever Basilica title. With regard to the Novel part of B. 1, 
cod. Coisl. gr. 151 transmits the authentic Basilica text after all. 

Th. E. van Bochove 
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Concordance 

!Cb2 NT Auth Jui Athan Th cod Ind Reg CollAmb Coll25 Coll87 Anon 

3 3 3 5 tit. 1,9 3 3 tit. 2 cap. 20 

<5> 5 5 4 tit. 1, 13 5 5 tit. 4,1-26 cap. 6-11 

8 8 8 15 tit. 4, 1 8 8 

13 13 13 23 tit. 4,2 13 13 

15 15 15 30 tit. 4,24 15 15 

16 16 16 12 tit. 1, 10 16 16 tit. 2 

17 17 17 2 1 tit. 4,3 17 17 2 1 

20 20 20 25= 120 tit . 7, 1 20 20 

24 24 24 17 tit. 4,4 24 24 

25 25 25 18 tit. 4,5 25 25 

26 26 26 19 tit. 4,6 26 26 

27 27 27 20 tit. 4,7 27 27 

28 28 28 27 tit. 4,8 28 28 28 

29 29 29 28 lit. 4,9 29 29 29 

30 30 30 22 tit 4, 10 30 30 

31 3 1 3 1 39 tit. 4, 11 31 31 

35 35 37 26 tit. 22,3 35 35 

37 37 39 tit. 2,6 37 37 11 2 

41 4 1= 50 49 38 tit. 4,12 41 41 
I 

42 42 43 10 tit. 1,5 42 42 

49 49 58 44 tit. 7,3 49 49 45 

57 57 57 5 1 tit. 1, 12 57 57 cap. 19 

66 66 68 60 tit. 9,5 66 66 

69 69 73 63 tit. 4, 13 69 69 

80 80 81 74 tit. 4, 14 80 80 

86 86 128 69 tit. 1,3 86 86 tit . 3, 1-16 

93 93 100 86 ti t. 7,6 93 93 

95 95 94 88 tit. 4, 18 95 95 

102 102 32 95 tit. 4,19 102 102 

103 103 33 96 tit. 4,20 103 103 

109 109 104 102 tit. 3, 1 109 109 

11 1 111 106 104 tit. 2,5 II I 111 128 

11 3 11 3 110 106 tit. 4,16 113 113 

114 11 4 109 tit. 22,6 114 114 

119 11 9 I 14 110 til. 10,10 119 <119> 106 

120 120 115 I ll t it. 2,2 120 120 capit. 24 cap. 14-1 7 109 
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123 123 134 115 tit. 1,2 123 123 cap. 28-87 

123+137 123+ 137 134+- 115+- tit. l,2+1 , 17 123+137 123+< 137> capit. 22 

126 126 I 13 tit. 7,7 126 126 

128 128 133 124 tit. 20,1 128 < 128> 

131 131 11 9 119 tit. 2,3 131 13 1 tit. I , 1-2+ 53 -75 capit. 25 cap. 22-26 110 

132 132 130 tit. 3,4 132 132 

133 133 131 tit. 1, 14 133 < 133> lit. 4,27 -54 capit. 23 

134 134 127 til. 4,22 134 134 130 

135 135 tit. 16,4 135 < 135> 

144 144 tit. 3,3 144 <1 44> 

145 145 123 lit 4,23 145 145 

146 146 124 tit. 3,5 146 146 

149 149 149 149 

161 161 161 16 1 

Concordance: Numbers in general based on the test imonia referred to by R. Scholl / G. Kro ll , [edd.], Novellae, 

[Corpus Juris Civilis. Editio stereotypa secunda, vol. 111], Berlin 1899 (many reprints), in the apparatus of their 

edition; N. van der Wal, Manuale Novellarum Justiniani. Aper<;u systematique du contenu des Novelles de Justinien, 

Groningen 19982
, 194-200 (Tables. III: Les numeros des Novelles dans Jes collections). ICb 2: Index titulorum of B. 

I - B. 9, ed. Van Bochove, SG VI (1999), 16-58. NT: Collectio graeca CLXVIJI Nove llarum, ed. Scholl I Kroll; § 

4.1, §4.2 and§ 5 above. Auth: Authenticum, ed. Scholl I Kroll ;§ 4.3 above. Jui: Juliani Epitome latina Novellarum 

Justiniani , ed. G. Haenel , Ju/iani epitome /atina Novel/arum lustiniani, Leipzig 1873 (repr. OsnabrUck 1965, second 

repr. in P. Fiorelli I A.M. Bartoletti Co lombo, /u/iani epitome latina Novel/arum Justiniani. Secondo l'edizione di 

Gustavo Hanel e col glossario d' Antonio Agustin, [Legum lustiniani imperatoris vocabularium], Firenze 1996); § 4.4 

above. Athan: Athanasios of Emesa, Syntagma of the Novels of Justinian, ed. D. Simon I Sp. Troianos, Das 

Novellensyntagma des Athanasios von Emesa, [Forschungen zur byzantinischen Rechtsgeschichte, Band J 6], 

Frankfurt I M. 1989; § 4.5 above. Theod: Theodo1·e of Hermoupolis, Breviar ium of the Novels of Justinian, ed. C.E. 

Zachariae, .'A>1Exoow, Le ipzig 1843 (repr. Aalen 1969), 1-165; § 4.6 and § 5 above. IndReg: Index Reginae, ed. 

G.E. Heimbach, .'AvExomcx, II , Leipzig 1840 (repr. Aalen 1969), 237-246; § 4.6 and § 5 above. Col!Amb: Sp. 

Troianos, 'Die Collectio Ambros iana', FM II (1977), 30-45; § 4.7 above. Col!25: Co llectio XXV capitulorum, ed. 

Heimbach, J\vEXOOcCX, II, 145-201; § 4.8 above. Co1187: Collectio LXXXVII capitulorum, ed. Heimbach, 

.'AvExoom, II , 202-234 (ed. consulted) and l.B. Pitra, Juris ecclesiastici Graecorwn historia et monumenra, II , 

Rome 1868 (repr. Farnsborough 1963), 385-405; § 4.8 above. Anon: resume of the Novels of Justinian used by the 

younger Anonymos I Enantiophanes: Van der Wal, Manuale, 196-198; § 4.9 above. 
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